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Christmastime:
Not Just Eggnogg
and Evergreens

University Remembers
Aileen Thomann
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
"Dedicated, friendly, dependable." These are among the
words friends used to describe
Aileen Thomann, '94, who passed
away in the early morning hours of
November 21, 1991 from health
problems resulting from Turner's
Syndrome, an illness characterized
by a missing chromosome.
With blond hair, blue eyes,
and a height of only 4 feet, 8 inches,
friends called Aileen the "Irish potato" because of her proud Irish
heritage and love of French fries.
"We laughed because she
always ordered French fries in the
cafeteria," said Maria Montilla,
'94, one of Aileen's close friends.
Because of her small stature,
Aileen, a sophomore from Commack, NY, often received goodnatured teasing from her friends,
but responded to them with quick,
sarcastic comebacks.
"Aileen loved sarcasm and
had a great sense of humor," said
VandelinaZubrzycki, '94, another
one of her close friends.
Those who knew Aileen best
- her floormates on Jogues II, the
people she spent time with in the
Loyola Singers, the Manor, and
the Fairfield Dramatics Society,
(FAIDRA), and her closest friends
- remember her as a competent

worker and an indispensable part
of each activity with which she
was involved.
"She was always there and
helped out a lot," said Misono
Endo, '94, a friend and floormate
of Aileen's who worked with her
on the Costume and Makeup
Committee for "Light Up The
Sky," a recent FAIDRA production. "I always had a very good
time with her."
Aileen's love of music led
her to join the Loyola Singers, a
choral group which performs each
Sunday at the 7 p.m. Mass.
"Aileen was a nice addition
to our group and felt very comfortable with us," said Katie Kaspar,
'92, co-leader of the Loyola Singers. "She didn't stand out as a
leader, but was a quiet supporter."
As a freshman, Aileen also
became a member of the Manor
staff. "She was so dependable,"
said Fr. Jim Hayes, S.J., Assistant
University Chaplin and a Resident
Jesuit in Jogues Hall. "Everyone
really appreciated all the work she
did in FAIDRA and the yearbook."
Despite her illness, Aileen
never complained about it, not
wanting to bother her friends with
her problems or make them worry.
"She didn't want any special attention or sympathy," said Fr. Hayes.
For Aileen, dedication came
not only in the form of her many

activities, but also in the love for
her residence hall, Jogues II.
Christine Looby, '92, her Resident
Advisor, remembers Aileen as
being one who "always looked you
in the eyes and was always concerned about others."
"She really enjoyed being
here," said Looby. "Aileen definitely seemed to find a niche in the
floor."
This sense of floor unity was
shown each Thursday evening as
she and the other girls gathered in
Looby's room to watch Aileen's
favorite television show, "Beverly
Hills, 90201." She also enjoyed
spending time with her friends in
Kostka Hall.
The morning of Aileen's
death, the Resident Advisors, Jesuits, and residents of Jogues Hall
gathered in the dorm to pray for
Aileen and console each other, as
other students and members of the
Security Department performed
CPR in attempts to revive her.
A Memorial Mass for Aileen
was celebrated that afternoon, and
numerous other masses, including
a special one in Jogues, occurred in
the days following her death, in
remembrance of a student who
brought so much to the University
community.
Said Fr. Hayes, "Aileen was
happy here and had many friends.
She really had a life at Fairfield."

Cultural Awareness Week
Promotes Ethnic Diversity
Debra De Shong
Assistant News Editor
"The mono-cultural approach to education is wrong, just
wrong," said Larri Mazon, director of Minority Relations and Student Academic Support Services.
Mazon and several student
groups continue to foster diversity
on campus through events such as
the recent Cultural Awareness
Week, with exhibits of food and
crafts from different ethnic groups
on campus. Those participating included The Asian Students Association, the International Students
Club, the Spanish American and
Latino Student Association
(SALSA), and UMOJA, the African American group.
Camille Banks, president of
UMOJA, said the activities were
designed to create awareness about
these cultures through different
food, clothing, and cultural demonstrations.
"Costumes, clothing, dance,
and song are things that are common to all cultures," said Mazon,
feeling that even ordinary things
can break down barriers. "Even
something as simple as eating; taste
is a commonality."
Each groups had one day to

set up their displays in the Campus
Center Lobby during lunchtime.
Events included a demonstration of Origami by the Asian
students, while UMOJA quizzed
students with their Black Trivia
Game and presented an African
Art display.
The International Students
Club entertained spectators with
Greek and Irish dancing, and
SALSA offered students the opportunity to have their picture taken
in a Mexican costume. These were
just a few of the many activities

comprising Cultural Awareness
Week, which ran from November
18-23.
By recognizing small differences, people can enhance the
understanding that different is not
necessarily bad, but different and
good as opposed to different and
bad, said Mazon.
He feels that higher education should be the forum for the
expression of these differences.
Students should take advantage of

(continued on p. 4)

Members of the Teleconference panel joined together to
discuss issues of racial and ethnic diversity on American
college campuses.
photo: Jody Mcmullen

Seasons Greetings

Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
If one was to provide a
definition of Christmas from
merely watching the customs of
the modern culture, the idea of
Christmas would incorporate shopping, the Claus clan, and eating.
Now shopping isn't necessarily bad and the Clauses and
their band of merry el ves can probably really cut the rug when they
want to and no one can eat just one
Christmas cookie. But ever since
Christmas became more of an event
than a celebration, the modern yuletide season has become far removed
from the Christmases of yore.
December, after all, has
always been a time of festival, as
ancient peoples often celebrated
the winter solstice that signaled
the rebirth of the sun, signaling the
days would soon be warmer
The Romans, before
Christianity, used this time to celebrate peace and goodwill. Romewas the first to celebrate the birth
of Christ, beginning in the
middle oThe Roman
Saturnalia, which
also falls near December 25, is a festival celebrated for
seven days, in
which all convention was thrown to
the wind and
people wanted to
bestow gifts upon
one another.
Granted, f
the Roman locals
didn't go down to the
local mall to pick up that
to-die-for new outfit to wrap
and stick a bow on it, but the message behind this giving was that at
this time the negative qualities of
humans were siderailed by a more
generous nature.
A definition of Christmas,
which includes shopping, then,
may not be that much off the mark.
This practice of shopping, though
heavily commercialized, continues
the sentiments of charity, peace
and goodwill to all creatures, further tying in with the pre-Christian
and early Christian love and glorification of nature.
Now, to find the origins
of that fellow who manages to get
down everybody's chimney in one
night, one must begin the search in
German traditions, in which Father Christmas went around, albeit
not as merrily as Santa in his sleigh,
to hand out the toys. And according to "A Book of Christmas," by
William Sansom, there is a "Protestant angel figure ...Christkindl"
that is the gift-bearer.
In German traditions,
Father Christmas could be accompanied by an attendant who would

Happy Holidays

be responsible to punish the bad
boys and girls.
Santa is partly fabricated
from a real person named St. Nicholas, who was a bishop of Myra in
Asia in the fourth century. He has
been attributed as saving three boys
who were murdered by a butcher
and then cut up. He was able to
bring the boys back to life and thus
became known as a guardian and
protector of children.
The German Christ Child,
who was the gift-bringer, was
called the Christkindl in the United
States and thus Kriss Kringle was
born to American tradition, as the
name became verbally slurred.
There are other mystical
gift-bearers around the world, including Kolyada, a girl who delivered gifts to the Russians in prerevolutionary days and the Father
Christmas of Sweden, Jultomten, a
gnomish character.
The popularization of this
figure, apparently occurred after
Thomas Nast, in Harper's Illustrated Weekly, drew a figure based
a poem about St. Nicholas.
This conception of
jolly ole' St. Nick, according to Sansom,
was that "he is clad
from neck to toe in
what looks like a
combination suit
made of woolish
fur. He had a short
round hat...and he
is a smallish elfin
or gnome figure,
rotund, read-faced
and grotesque."
That is a far
call from the Santa that
stares at us from cards. This
Santa is a ripe, jolly, ole' soul
who apparently eats quite well.
And why does he have so
much to eat? Christmas not only is
the season of giving, but it is the
season of eating - and eating lots.
The Christmas feast is
from centuries of feasting, in which
food and drink flowed freely.
Christmas pudding is very
entrenched in ritual as it has its
origins way back in the Saturnalia
celebration. The wassail bowl had
a hot beer mulled with apples. This
drink was passed around in home
celebrations to incorporate the
feeling of good cheer.
While roasted pig was a
main course in old feasts, Christmas dinner still tends to hit the
grand scale as families rely on a
bounteous spread to welcome
family and friends alike during the
holiday season.
Christmas, then, while
highly commercialized and rather
rushed, due to our fast paced environment, has as its backdrop a very
deep and rich tradition that places
the elements of charity, goodwill
and peace to a darkened world.
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Jesuit Tragedy May Lead to
Peace in El Salvador
Emily Okenquist
News Editor
"Why should so much attention still be focused on the assassination of six Jesuits and two .vomen
in the tiny country of El Salvador,
when many people are killed each
day in cities like New York and
Washington, D.C.?"
Lecturing on "The Jesuits in
El Salvador: Tragedy and Promise," Fr. Charles Currie, S.J. attempted in give his audience a
better understanding of the circumstances which surrounded the brutal murders of the six priests, their
cook, and her daughter on November 16, 1989.
In answering his own question of why the event still attracts
interest, Fr. Currie said that the
murders were the latest in a series
which included the deaths of Archbishop Oscar Romero and four
church women in 1980.
"And as Americans," he said,
"we were shocked that it was U.S.
troops that killed them [the Jesuits
and the women]."
The six priests who were
murdered, Ignacio Ellacuria, S.J.,
Amando Lopez Quintana, S.J.,
Ignacio Martin Baro, S.J., Juan
Ramon Moreno Pardo, S.J.,
Segundo Montes Mozo, S.J., and

Joaquin Lopez y Lopez, S.J. held
positions ranging from a social
psychologist to that of working
with refugees.
Elba Julia Ramos was their
cook, who had been living in their
house because her own neighborhood had become too dangerous.
Her 15 year old daughter, Celina

Maricet Ramos, was a high school
student who had recently become
engaged.
Fr. Currie quoted theologian
John Sobrino, who referred to the
priests as "human beings, believers, and Jesuits." They were responsive to the needs of El Salvador by serving the poor. They were
a Christian inspiration, giving life
to others and trying to live a Jesuit
life in today's world.
"They were committed to

faith and justice, and you can't do
that with paying a price," said Fr.
Currie. "The work they were doing
was primarily Jesuit. They told the
truth about the poverty and cruelty
of people."
What about the United States
role in El Salvador now, Fr. Currie
asked. In the last ten years, $5
billion in U.S. aid has been sent to
that country. One third of it was
military aid, which went to the
soldiers, trained in this country,
who killed the Jesuits and the
woman.
"The United States is responsible for the militarization of El
Salvador," said Fr. Currie. "There
is a moral response to right a situation which is our responsibility."
Despite the militarization,
progress is being made, and Fr.
Currie said there is hope for a cease
fire before the end of the year. If
this does occur, he sees the country
experiencing a "crisis of peace,"
the problem of how to develop
stable political strategies and address the needs of the poor. According to Fr. Currie, however,
optimism does exist.
"The insanity of violence has
reached the high water mark with
these killings," he said. "The tragedy of the Jesuits is leading to the
promise of peace in El Salvador."

Survey to Determine Students'
Views on Condom Use
Kevin Casey
Staff Writer

The Fairfield University
Committee for Life, a branch of
FUS A, began distributing condom
surveys to all of the students at
Fairfield University last Monday.
Bob Raimondo,chairperson of the
Committee, who is heading the
survey, asks the students to take
the time to fill it out accurately so
the survey can be effective.
Raimondo said the main
reason for the condom survey is to
"see whether it (a condom) is a
viable solution to the prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) on the University campus."
Other goals of the survey
are to promote safe sex, to increase

awareness of STDs, begin a discussion of the possibility of the
Health Center distributing condoms to students, and to investigate students' concerns of STDs.
Awareness and the practice
of safe sex is a very important
message to communicate, since
statistics show that undergraduate
students have the HIV virus on 500
college campuses. The Health
Center is currently unable to distribute condoms.
The administration does not
advocate the distribution of condoms on college campuses. The
University stated that it believes
distribution will only encourage
sexual promiscuity. Condoms
were originally included in the
"Good Boxes'' given to freshmen

at the beginning of this year, but
were removed by the administration before the students arrived.
Some students disagree with the
administration' s point and said that
the distribution will not increase
promiscuity, but instead increase
awareness of safe sex.
The committee hopes the
RA's will give out the surveys,
which are anonymous, to their
residents. For the students living
in the townhouses, several committee members will go door to
door passing out the survey, and
for the beach residents, the surveys
will be left in their mailboxes.
The results of the survey
will be published in the Mirror
under the section covering the
minutes of the FUSA meeting.

Campus Crier
For the second consecutive year, 100 percent of the graduates of
the School of Nursing passed the national licensing examination ,
qualifying to practice as registered nurses.
Dr. Nancy Fasano, dean of the school, said they are now employed in the areas of coronary care, intensive care, pediatrics, and
maternity.
Fr. Victor Leeber, S.J., professor of modern languages, who is
retiring at the end of the academic year, will become assistant director
of athletics and recreation on January 2, a position he formerly held
from 1947-1950.
Called the "Father of Athletics," Fr. Leeber will serve as archivist, chaplain, and head of special projects for the Athletic Department.
The FUSA Presidential Election Process begins on January 14, 1992. For further information, see
Jeanne DiMuzio in the Campus Center Main Office.
Dr. Doris T. Lippman, professor of nursing, will be the keynote speaker at the dedication of the
Vietnam Veterans Monument in New Haven, which honors the men and women who served during the
Vietnam War.
Captain of the Army Nurse Corp in Japan from 1967-68, Dr. Lippman will speak on behalf of nurses
at the event on Dec. 15 at 2 p.m. at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Park at Long Wharf in New Haven.
The Fairfield Orchestra and Christ Church Boys Choir will present "An Authentic Messiah" on
Saturday, Dec. 14 at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center. For more information, call 254-4000, ext. 4010.

Cheers

Boos

to the Christmas Season and the approaching break we all need it!...to Christmas trees
and Christmas lights...to friends
who drive friends to meetings on
rainy nights...to sleepovers...to TH
91...to snow flurries...to holiday
parties...to awesome new
roommates...to the three maintenance men and the little lady they
saved...to seeing friends over
Thanksgiving...to snowball fights
and midnight walks in the snow...to
Santa...to roaming...to Glee Club
Christmas Concert...to 8 people
getting a midnight snack at a diner
for $11 L.to going "Home for the
Holdays"...to having every Christmas song as your favorite...to
weakies going to California during
Christmas break...to going
abroad...to the three maintenance
men who saved the girl who was
trapped in her room...to stressedout, sword-wielding biophysics
majors who are stung out on
caffeine...to getting off work and
the party just beginning, even
though we forgot our ties!...to
Franklin's Tower and Endless
Groove...to 192 nights...to "Silly
Boy"...to postcards...to brothers
who get outstanding awards...to
the cutest man alive...

to final tests, papers, and
projects...to the lack of funds to but
Christmas presents...to desperate
women.. .to anal retentive ex-roommates who walk like penguins...to
frigid weather...to being sick at the
Holidays...to girls loosing it in the
bathroom sink...to broken
buses...to lack of bathrooms while
waiting in a broken bus...to having
to enter an off-campus lottery as a
senior.. .to having to leave your best
friends behind to go abroad...to
weakies missing New Year's Eve
at Fairfield - it'll be that much
weaker...to walking anal apertures
who pick fist fights - give it up
before you get your turn...to computers which break down, causing
you to lose your whole paper...to
working a Marketing project for
12 straight hours...to photos that
don't come out...to rainy weather
and socks that get wet...to an unrequited love...to friends who you
don't see for a week...to loosing
water in the townhouses - how are
you supposed to brush your teeth
or do other necessities?...to
clammy, smelly hands...to everyone who loves someone but doesn't
know it yet...to liquor stores not
having St. Ides-get with the program...

: Announcements
• The Financial Aid Forms (FAF) for the 1992-93 academic year will
• be available at the Financial Aid Office, CNS No. 9, after December
• 1, 1991. Any student wishing to apply for aid for the 1992-93
• academic year may pick up a form between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and
• 4"30 p.m. All students that have previously filed an FAF should look
• for a financial aid packet, which will include the FAF, in their post of• fice box by December 10, 1991.
'Attention Poets - Owings Mills, Maryland (USA) - $12,000 in prizes
•will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North American
•Open Poetry Contest sponsored by the National Library of Poetry.
.The deadline for the contest is December 31, 1991. The contest is
•open to everyone and entry is FREE.
•
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be winner.
.Every poem entered also has a chance to be published in a deluxe,
•hardbound anthology.
•
To enter, send ONE original poem, any subject and any style, to
.the National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Drive, PO Box 704•PN, Owings Mills, MD 21117. The poem should be no more than 20
•lines, and the poet's name and address should appear on the top of the
.page. Entries must be postmarked by December 31, 1991. A new
•contest opens January 1, 1992.

Classifieds
Lost: a gold claddagh ring at 192 nights. Very high sentimental value.
Reward for safe return. Call Jen at 256-0671.
Alaska Summer Employment - fisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room and Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male or
female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155, ext. 259.
Sun and Party-Hungry People!!! Spring Break: Cancun, Bahamas
from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free admission and more! Organize a group. Earn a free trip. 1-800-BEACH IT.
Need Extra Income for 1991? Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details rush $1.00 with SASEto: OIH Group Inc. 1019
Lk. Sherwood, Orlando, FL 32818.
Earn $2000 and Free Spring Break Trips! North America's #1
Student Tour Operator seeking motivated students, organizations,
fraternities and sororties as campus representatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, and Panama City! Call 1-800-724-1555!
Lost: Royal blue lightweight L.L.Bean jacket in Canisius. If found,
please call 254-4326.
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Quindlen Lectures on
"Life in the '908"

Campus Community
Celebrates Christmas

The Fairfield Mirror

Emily Okenquist
News Editor

Anna Quindlen has come
down from the balcony. A 20 year
veteran of journalism, this author
and New York Times columnist
remembers lunching atop a balcony with other women, gazing
down at their male colleagues, with
whom they were unable to speak
or ask questions. Looking through
their lenses of life, she and her
counterparts felt they were looking in from the outside.
This role has been altered
immensely in the past two decades. Focusing on the changes of
women in journalism and of the
style of the New York Times, Quindlen entertained her sold-out audience with personal anecdotes and
historical journalistic asides during her lecture, "Life in the '90s,"
last Thursday at the Quick Center.
Since her debut with the
Times in 1976, Quindlen has witnessed 15 years of "radical
changes," and the addition of sections such as "About Men," "Hers,"
and "Weekend," as well as the
increase of first person work.
"I remember when the only
time you saw the first person used
in the Times was on the op-ed
page," said Quindlen, who also
recalled when her editor refused to
let her use the lyrics of "Hot town,
summer in the city" to describe a
scorching August day, because it
was a sentence fragment.
Changes such as these are
most obvious when old newspapers are examined. Quindlen encouraged her audience to compare
a copy of a newspaper from 1960,
which was written "for white men
by white men," to one of today,
where half of the journalists are
women, and notice the differences.

Laura Coffey
Staff Writer

Emily Okenquist and Christina Hennessy talk with Anna Quindlen
before her lecture "Life in the '90s."
photo: Kevin Wolfthal
"I've benefited by it. Now years, Quindlen believes they have
there's space for me to write about not changed enough, and need more
the monsters under my kids' beds, reporters who are sensitive, funny,
for stories about husbands and and ordinary, and who understand
boyfriends...," Quindlen said, the limitations of the white men.
Critiques have suggested that
mentioning the topics of choice for
her popular weekly column, she is "soft, too feminine to be
"Public & Private," and her previ- strong- minded," but these are the
ous column, "Life in the '30s," characteristics which bring a new
angle to journalism. One faithful
which ran from 1986 to 1988.
In addition to her journalistic reader commented, "You write
accomplishments, she also pub- about what my friends and I talk
lished a collection of her work in about on the phone," which is the
the book, "Living Out Loud," way Quindlen wants people to feel.
"I bring passion to my work,
which inspired the "thirtysomething" TV series, and recently has and I bring myself," Quindlen said.
wrote the novel, Object Lessons, "It's impossible for me to write
which appeared on the New York about how I feel about something
without saying that I'm the mother
Times Best Seller List.
Before the emergence of the of a daughter, without saying that
first person and columns like "Life I'm a practicing Catholic."
Without thoughts like these,
in the '30s", Quindlen felt there
was something "other" about the a newspaper could not exist, relynews, a feeling that most people ing only on articles beginning with
could not relate to what was being 'Congress voted today...' "A newswritten. This technique is gradu- paper has to be all things to all
ally changing with the addition of people, or it will perish," Quindlen
said. "Because of this, the market
more personal stories.
"I want to make you feel like has made women indispensable."
No one is looking down from
you could have written my column," she said. "I have the tuned the balcony anymore. Everyone is
lunching together on the terrace.
ear of a mother or a sister."
Though newspapers have As Quindlen said, "We're all at the
improved and changed in recent right place at the right time now."

Students Take Part in Model
U.N. Conference
Melissa Rossi
Contributing Writer
On the afternoon of November 21, eight members of the International Relations Club ventured
to Philadelphia for the weekend to
participate in UPenn's 25th Annual Model United Nations conference.
Representing Chile were

seniors Pam Coonan, Nicole Laudadio, and Norlak Vann; juniors
Megan Fleming, Stacey Irwin,
Steve Wood, and club president
Melissa Rossi; and sophomore
Mark Barzda. Faculty Advisor
Edward Dew, professor of politics, joined the students.
During the committee sessions, the delegates debated topics
ranging from "Apartheid" to "Re-

structuring GATT." They gave
speeches, wrote resolutions and
met students from around the country. Free time was spent enjoying
the shops and restaurants of Philadelphia.
If anyone is interested in joining the International Relations Club
and attending a similar conference
at Harvard University in February,
please write to Box 2239.

The hall were being decked
on campus this week and last as
many organizations and dorms held
special Christmas programs which
were all successful in getting students into the Christmas spirit.
The Glee Club, led by
Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell, Liturgical and Choral Music Director, held its annual Christmas
concert on Friday, December 6 at 8
p.m. and Saturday, December 7 at
2 p.m. in the Quick Center, performing before a sold out audience
both days.
In Claver Hall last week,
Christmas programs were in full
swing on every day. Students
participated in programs such as
"Make Your Own Ornaments" and
"Secret Santa," and a "Get Together" social was held Sunday.
Students in Kostka Hall
were busy making Christmas cookies and ornaments and watching
favorite Christmas movies. Students even had a chance to have
their picture taken with Santa, and
to wrap up the festive week, the
dorm sponsored a dinner and caroling for Bridgeport children
whose parents have AIDS.

Regis Hall sponsored a
Christmas party in the Arrupe
Campus Ministry Center last week
for children from St. Charles Parish in Bridgeport, serving dinner
and giving gifts. Regis also had a
"Decking the Halls" program in
which students displayed Christmas decorations in nine wings of
the dorms. The wing with the most
original decorations won a $100
pizza party.
Loyola Hall also sponsored
a Christmas party for children from
the Alpha House in Bridgeport
whose parents have AIDS. They
enjoyed pizza and grab-bag presents.
Another holiday party sponsored by Gonzaga Hall was held
yesterday in the Oak Room for
underprivileged children from the
Holy Rosary School in Bridgeport. They played games, made
Christmas ornaments, watched a
movie, and received gifts.
The "Lighting of Fairfield"
took place last night in which students came out to watch the lighting of a Christmas tree in the Quad.
IRHG gave strings of lights to the
residence halls to promote unity
on campus. Hot chocolate, egg
nog, and cookies were served to
everyone who attended the event.

Library Alters Hours to
Meet Students' Needs
Jennifer Paventi
Contributing Writer

The Faculty Library Committee has made two major changes
regarding library hours which will take effect in the spring semester.
■ Beginning Thursday, January 2, 1992, the library will open at 8
a.m. Monday through Friday on a permanent year-round basis. Beginning January 24th, the Friday following the Martin Luther King holiday,
the library will close at 10:30 p.m. on Fridays. Beginning January 26th,
the library will open at 10:30 a.m. on Sundays.
The trade-off between the hour and a half on Friday evenings and
Sunday mornings is a result of a survey taken on the Friday evening
attendance. The few people in attendance are usually there studying as
opposed to doing research. As a result, we encourage students who do
use that time for study to take advantage of alternative sudy areas such
as the "white room" in Loyola Hall or the various academic builidings
across campus which remain open until midnight every night.
The changes have been made in consideration of the users schedules and research needs by the committee who has been studying library
hours for some time now. These changes will be on a trial basis for the
spring 1992 semester.

Library Hours
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m. - Midnight
8:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m. - Midnight

LSAT
GMAT
GRE &
Grad School
Selection

EDUCATIONAL GROUP

Diagnostic Testing
Call
Stamford
324-3090
Westport
227-7440

$50.00
OffA^ny
Course
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University Faculty Offer
Students "Inspiration"

Rick Denhup
Staff Writer

Five University educators
discussed their personal sources of
inspiration in the Freshman Experience Program "Sharing the Inspiration" on November 21.
Dr. Kim Bridgford, assistant professor of English, Fr. Paul
Carrier, S.J., University Chaplain,
Fr. G. Simon Harak, S.J., assistant
professor of religious studies, Fr.
Thomas Regan, S.J., assistant
professor of philosophy, and Laura
Ress, director of the Writing Center, were chosen by the freshman
facilitators as the individuals who
have most positively impacted their
college experiences at Fairfield.
Bridgford discussed her experiences with people who have
regretted not making the most of
their college life.
"People are afraid to ask

questions about what they are most
interested in," Bridgford said. She
urged those present to "seize the
opportunity to shape your lives,
for at no other time in life will you
have people who are so deeply
interested in helping you."
Fr. Carrier likewise encouraged students to make the most of
the time at Fairfield, stating that
"everything is your story." He
discussed his story, pointing out
that he always had the inspiration
to be a priest, even as a child.
"I always wanted to be a
priest, or a poet, prophet, and a
priest," Fr. Carrier said.
Fr. Harak told his story
through that of Helen Keller, who
was blind, deaf, and dumb, and
compared himself to her when he
was young.
"I was deaf, blind, and mute
to the cries of the poor until one
day, someone opened my eyes to

the plight of the poor," he said.
Fr. Regan, declared that
"you can't get a better job than the
one I have." He discussed his
sources of inspiration as coming
from the students, who keep his
"burning torch" going.
He presented St. Ignatius
Loyola as an analogy to his inspirations, citing the passionate love
for Christ and knowledge about
Christ as being the founder of the
Jesuits' own "burning torch."
Ress, explained that her
inspiration came from her experiences with professors who did not
care about her personally and those
"who didn't give me a second
chance to do better."
She urged students not to
believe those professors who do
not believe they can do better and
to continue doing the very best
they can, even when their professors say they cannot.
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Cultural
Panelists
Awareness Encourage
Week
Diverse
(continued from p. 1)
Curriculum

living together, learning about
various cultures which will help in
understanding the many cultural
values people live by.
"When people get excited
about another culture, they spend
less time assuming and more time
uncovering things about another
culture," added Mazon.
Cultural Awareness Week
was a cooperative effort between
FUSA and the student minority
groups, illustrating the spirit of
working together to encourage cultural diversity.
"We have to stop walking
around in a daze avoiding one
another," said Mazon.
"Even something as simple
as a 'hello' to one another can help
break down some of the barriers."

Right
Macintosh
Right price
Right now
Macintosh Classic'1'System.

Macintosh LC System.

Now's the right time to buy an Apple®
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now
you can save big on Apple's most popular computers and qualifying printers. And Macintosh is
the right computer to help you achieve your best,
throughout college and beyond.

Macintosh Ilsi System.

What's more, you may even qualify for the
new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
Macintosh now even easier,
So come in right now and check out the big
savings on Macintosh. But hurry- these special
savings last only through January 5,1992.

For more information stop by the
Office of Academic Computer Services,
Room 236 in Bannow Computing Center
or call Sheila Davis at 1-800-999-8978
© 1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple. the iSppIt logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of.^^le Computer Jnc. Classic is a regisiered cradem ark licensed lo ^k Computer. Inc.
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Jo Docimo
Staff Writer
In addition to the food samplings, cultural costumes, and
music which helped celebrate
Cultural Awareness Week, a live
teleconference received via satellite in Gonzaga Auditorium was
held on November 20.
A panel of distinguished
educators, journalists, and scholars engaged in a sometimes heated
debate about the subject of diversity and cultural awareness on
American college campuses. Topics of discussion included representation of different cultures in
the required and elective curriculums and in the social and political
activities on campus.
Dr. Mary Hoover of San
Francisco State University posed
the question, "Should a multi-cultural awareness course be a mandatory core requirement?"
"People are very afraid of
change from traditional views,"
said student Jeff Clark. "Curriculum should be more student organized because student involvement
is absolutely necessary."
Many of the panelists agreed
colleges should require a multicultural awareness course so that
students may acquire a taste for the
variety that exists. Hoover noted
that to ensure a full knowledge of
all subjects a historical, social, and
economic background is necessary.
Professor Roger Wilkins of
the University of Massachusetts
said, "The present generation is
one in which a tragic lack of information exists." The multi-cultural
awareness courses are aimed at
expanding students' knowledge so
they can better understand the origins of racial and ethnic discrimination and search for solutions.
The depth and breadth of a
single multi-cultural course was
questioned. Should students experience a brief introduction to many
different cultures in one required
course or should students be exposed to an in depth analyses of
people with individual courses
concentrating on each one?
An ethics/multi-cultural
study program was proposed, in
which several in depth, detailed
courses would replace the one
course overview. Panelists advocated a culturally diverse faculty
to teach the courses and present
different views of subject matter.
The subject of multi-culturalism at colleges was also coupled
with the topic of racism on campuses. Professors on the panel expressed their feelings that academics have become a power play
game. In this power play, students,
who do not favor assimilation, he
said, as well as society in general,
loose parts of their true identity.
A question of what it truly
meant to be educated was asked.
Kevin Pinchett, a reporter for the
Wall Street Journal, responded,
"Being educated means knowing
different cultures and realizing that
the United States' history was influenced by Europeans, Africans,
and Asians and discovering who
one is by studying one's environment in relation to this influence.
Education should give people access to the world."
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Fairfield Faces
Frosty: Ulcer Filled, Thanks to Rudy
James Bodor
Features Editor
Ulcers rack the body of
Frosty the Snowman.
"With all this global warming, Indian summer stuff going on,
its been tough to remain the smiling, happy snowman all the kids
love," said Frosty the Snowman in
a recent interview. Apparently the
warm temperatures of late have
been difficult on the chubby fellow, leaving him a bit cranky.
"I mean, it's tough to be
jovial and all when you're worrying about melting all the time," he
said, visibly upset as yet another
stream of melted snow dripped
from his brow. "And, of course,"
he added, "there' s the ratings, too."
The ratings? What ratings?
Why should Frosty the Snowman
worry about ratings?
"You know," he explained,
"the television ratings. With the
recession and all, it's getting difficult to remain on top this year especially with the crap Rudolph
has been pulling."
Frosty further explained
the recent drop in ratings: "First,
it's tough to perform to the usual
standards while I'm melting away
before everybody's eyes. Second,
the recession has hit people hard and they're not watching as much

TV, to keep the electric bills down.
Finally, although he wouldn't
admit it, Rudy has pulled a few
publicity stunts lately that make us
all look bad."
Yes, as difficult as it may
be to believe, Rudolph the Red
Nosed Reindeer has been pulling
pranks and generally behaving like
the cranky star he is, claimed
Frosty. Frosty pointed to Rudy's
recent appearances on Geraldo and
on the cover of the Enquirer as
proof of Rudy's animal-like behavior. "And need I mention his illegitimate fawn with one of those
cute does that run around Fairfield
University?" Frosty added, in reference to the well known discovery of Rudolph alone with a young
doe behind the Quick Center; the
discovery led to a battle with Santa
and various rumors regarding the
possible expulsion of Rudolph

from Santa's Christmas troupe.
Rudolph and his public relations
people deny any such things occurred (see feature elsewhere in
this paper), but sources close to
Rudolph say he may be suffering
from manic depression, or, possibly, drug addiction.
In fact, in a book soon to be
released by Scribner's and Sons,
child star Drew Barrymore described her experiences with
Rudolph: "He was quiet, and soft
and cuddly, and very friendly
towards Michael Jackson, but he
liked to party, too. Personally, I
liked Frosty much more."
All of this, of course, has
our friend Frosty shaken up.
Rudolph is tainting the name of
America's Christmas heroes,
making Frosty's job all the more
difficult. The recession is worsening. And he's melting.
The pressure is getting to
him. "I visited my doctor a few
days ago, and he told me the bad
news. Besides the melting, I have
two ulcers. Things don't look too
good. I don't know if I'll be able to
continue next year - my wife wants
me to quit."
So pray for the cold, turn
on those television sets, and tune in
to Frosty the Snowman.
He may not be around
much longer.

Fairfield Faces
Rudolph: Not Another Dumb Reindeer
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
Everybody has seen
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer
on television and in storybooks,
and heard his life saga on the radio.
But Rudolph is more than a clay
and fuzz character on the television screen. He is a living being,
with a life that goes on after the
credits roll on his television specials, and beyond the annual circuit around the world, leading the
old round guy's sleigh through the
foggy Christmas Eve skies.
But first things first. I'm
sure everyone would like to know
that real story behind the neon red
honker. After all, does anyone
really believe that bunk about how
he was born with that glow in the
dark beak?
"Actually, that story of my
red nose's origin is a myth," explains Rudolph. "The truth is, we
have this activity back home known
as the North Pole Naut. When I
first signed on as a reindeer flyer,
the rest of the fellas initiated me,
and, well, let's just say my nose
has always retained that rosy glow.
Besides, if you lived in sub-zero
temperatures all year round, your
nose would look like a cocktail
cherry, too!"
The writers of Rudolph's
story had a small problem with this
explanation, however.

"Of course, the producers
couldn'tuse that material inakid's
special," Rudolph says. "So they
invented that rigmarole about how
I popped out of the womb with my
nose like that. Yeah, right. Neither of my parents had this nose
condition, so how could I be born
with it? Try explaining heredity to
a bunch of toddlers..."
How does it feel for
Rudolph to have all those holiday
specials about his life?
"It's really a good feeling.
But a lot of the facts are distorted.
Like in that show where I befriend
an elf who aspires to be a dentist.
Totally false. The guy just doesn't
exist. Oh sure, there are elves at
the Pole - the dentist elf character
was modeled after one of them but they all have wooden teeth."
Does Rudy find it hard to
go through life as a furry sex symbol
for other woodland animals?
"That' s another problem,"
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he comments. "Being the subject
of TV programs, you get typecast.
I can't live down the reputation of
being this little wimpy reindeer
who was ostracized by all the other
reindeer and excluded from the
reindeer games. I'll have you know
that if it weren't for me and my
electric snout, we wouldn't be able
to play night games!"
"And everyone tries to
emulate me," Rudolph continues.
"I mean, just look at the Grinch.
He tries to pass off his dog as a
reindeer. Not only does he make a
homely reindeer, but he can't even
fly. He's a dog, for Pete's sake!"
All right, Rudy, calm
down.
The ultimate message
Rudolph would like to deliver is
that there is more to his personality
than fur, a glowing sniffer, and a
tree branch sprouting from his head.
During the off season, he enjoys
skiing (he owns his own pair of
custom skis) and ice hockey, and
works as an overnight air mail
carrier. He hopes to retire one day
to a small cottage down south
somewhere - the South Pole, that is
- with a cute little snow bunny he's
had his eye on for awhile (see
Frosty the Snowman article for
further tales of Rudolph's libido Ed).
I don't think that's how his
agent wants him to go down in
history.
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Claire's
Clamor
All I Want for Christmas is
Another Day to Shop
Claire St. Louis
Assistant Features Editor
It's Christmas season
again, and if you're like me, you
haven't even paid off your Visa
bill from last year's gift giving
spree, let alone begun to think
about what to get everyone this
year. But never fear, because,
being the creative person that I
am (and one who works best under
pressure), I have sat down and
thought up a few last minute gift
ideas for all you procrastinating shoppers. (Of course, if you are procrastinators, you won't even be reading this until Christmas Eve
anyway, so we'd better work fast.)
A subscription to Sports Illustrated. Like they say, it's the gift
that keeps on giving. Provided the recipient can read, this magazine
is informative and entertaining. If he can't read, the pictures are pretty
cool, too. Besides, you can keep the free gift, like the sneaker phone
or the sports follies video or whatever cheaply produced gimmick
they've come up with this year.
A brand new set of Bocce balls. To replace that old, chipped
set in the back of the closet. A sure hit for the Italian sports fan on your
list, particularly if he's over the age of 75.
A sweater defuzzer. This is sweater season, so what gift could
be more practical than a hand-held vacuum that sucks up those annoying little pilly things on your clothes? This versatile gift also doubles
as an electric shaver for those maturity-stunted men on your list who
insist on removing the peach fuzz from their chins.
A goldfish. Give the gift of life. Experts say that watching a
little finned creature doing laps in a mayonnaise jar around a sprig of
parsley is therapeutic. And more importantly, for the money-conscious gift giver (and who isn't), you can usually get one of these
babies for around $1.50. Or for free if the local pond isn' t frozen over
yet.
A gift certificate to McDonald's. Hey, it's food, right? If you
give this gift to a college student, he'll love you forever. Mickey D's,
after all, is the proud sponsor of young American diets. Not to mention
the best treatment for the Christmas morning hangover.
A warm scarf. Granted, this gift has "last resort" written all
over it, but the way I see it, you could have just as easily not gotten them
anything, right?
Pretty envelopes pre-addressed to yourself. This is a sure
fire way to get mail while you're at school. If you're feeling lucky,
give them to your parents or a generous relative and include one of
those money gift cards - you know, the ones with the window so the
token President can peek out? If that isn't enough of a hint, get new
relatives.
Super Nintendo. Okay, so this is a tad more expensive than
you and your budget were planning, but follow this logic: Give it as a
gift to your parents. If they're like mine, they're locked in the preelectronic age and are still trying to set the clock on the VCR. Then
they'll either let you teach them how to play — "No, Dad, let me play
a few hundred more rounds of Mario Brothers, just until you get the
hang of it... you learn by observing, you know" — or they' 11 run away
from it screaming, "Oh, no! An electronic thing! I won't play! You
can't make me!"
Laser Tag. The ideal gift for parents who are still reintroducing
themselves to each other since you left for college. Being able to run
around the house and yell, "Die, Commie pig!" at your spouse, and
then nailing them with a beam of light, I've been told, releases a great
deal of marital tension.
So if you're strapped for gift ideas, try these out. Trust me, you
can't go wrong.

Christmas Traditions
Revisited
Dana Felmlee
Staff Writer
"I will honor Christmas in
my heart and try to keep it all
year," resolved Ebeneezer Scrooge
in Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."
The traditions of Christmas seem
to be second nature to us. But have
you ever thought about why we
celebrate the way we do? What
does holly have to do with the birth
of Jesus? And why do millions of
rational people flock to KMart each
year to buy twinkling lights?
The Beginnings of What We
Know As Christmas
We celebrate Christmas as
the birth of Jesus, but there is little
evidence he was born December
25. In fact, there is even debate
about the year Jesus was bom
because, according to tax and cen-

sus records taken from the realm of
Augustus Caesar, scholars have
deduced that Jesus was bom in
roughly 6 B.C. not 1 A.D., the
traditional "year of our Lord."
Why then do we celebrate
on December 25? Well, there are
two reasons. First, the festive
season is attributed to the pagan
festivals of the winter solstice. This
is the time of year when the sun,
the giver of life, is at its lowest ebb.
The days are short and vegetation
is dead and buried in the snow.
The pagans thought that elaborate
rituals and celebrations were
needed to urge the Gods to bring
the sun back. Thus, when spring
did appear, the people thought it
was because of their winter festival, called Saturnalia. Second, in

(continued on p. 6)
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Christmas Traditions Revisited
(continued from p. 5)
Persia, the god of light and sacred
contracts, Mirtha, was bom out of
a rock on December 25. Finally,
because Christians were familiar
with the symbolic identification of
Jesus Christ with the Sun, it was
easy to replace Mirtha, giver of
life, with Jesus, giver of eternal
life. The pagan ritual of celebration and most of the festivities were
carried over into the new religion.
The Traditions
The use of holly and evergreen trees as decoration began in
Northern Europe, in the cultures of
the Germanic and Celtic people.
During the winter these plants were
a symbol of life in the harsh
weather. They were used to decorate the indoors to ward off bad
weather and unwanted spirits.
Light is an important theme
in the pagan celebration because
of the lack of it in the wintertime.
This is how the tradition of the
Yule log began. Candles and
bonfires also helped to drive away
the forces of cold and darkness. To
Christianity, the candle took on
additional significance of Jesus as
the light of the world. Candles
placed in windows are a traditional
sign to comfort Mary in her search
for shelter.
Gift giving started when the
pagans exchanged bits of twigs
from a sacred grove for good luck.
Because of its pagan origins, gift
giving was originally frowned upon
by the Church. Eventually though,
it found justification in the gifts of
the Magi, and with later figures

such as St. Nicholas. By the Middle
Ages gift giving was accepted.
To ancient Celtic priests
mistletoe was a holy plant that was
cut from a holy oak tree around the
New Year. It would be offered as
a sacrifice to the gods along with
two white bulls. There were also
ceremonies in which kisses beneath the mistletoe symbolized the
end of old grievances.
"The Flower of the Holy
Night" or the poinsettia comes from
a Mexican legend in which a poor
boy, having nothing to offer the
Christ Child on his birthday but
being especially devout in his
prayer was blessed with a miracle.
A beautiful flower sprang forth at
his feet. The botanist Dr. Joel
Poinsett of South Carolina was the
first to study this plant.
Red and green are guessed
to be the colors of Christmas because they are the colors of holly.
The custom of hanging of a
stocking to receive gifts from Santa
Claus probably originates with a
variant on the St. Nicholas legend
of the three dowry-less girls. In
that story, St. Nick threw bags of
gold down the chimneys of the
girls' home, which landed in a
stocking that happened to be hanging up to dry.
The first decorated Christmas tree is in a legend attributed to
Martin Luther. Walking one night
and looking up at the starry sky
through the branches of trees, he
was struck with the idea and hurried home to place candles on the
branches of a tree.

A Brief History of Christmas
in New England
By the 16th century, Christmas had become a boisterous affair. There had always been some
reservations in the Church as to the
heathenism in the celebration of
Christ'sbirthday.butitwasn'tuntil
the rise of Protestantism that the
celebration of Christmas was officially thwarted. To the serious
minded, sober Protestants, the
celebration flew in the face of all
they believed. Drunken revelry on
Christ's birthday? The strict Protestants refused to celebrate it at all,
saying that no celebration was more
important than the Sabbath. When
the English reinstated the monarchy, the Protestants fled to New
England.
In 1659, celebration in
Massachusetts was officially outlawed. It was not made a legal
holiday until the late 19th century.
This decree was issued in 1659:
"Whosoever shall be found observing any such day as Christmas
or the like, either by feasting or
forbearing of labor or any other
way, every such person so offending shall pay for every such offense five shillings, as a fine to the
county."
By the late 1700s, Christmas was observed with a solemn
private family meal, but still abhorred by the Church.
This colonial aversion to
Christmas did have one major
success, though, and that was the
surprise attack of the Hessians by
George Washington when he
crossed the Delaware River on
Christmas Day,
1776.

Claire-voyance
Pushing All the Wrong Buttons
Claire St Louis
Assistant Features Editor
Dear Claire:
I am an avid reader of your column and I trust that your advice
will be helpful in the resolution of this controversy.
I live in a house with five other male students. One of them,
whom I'll call "Marty," has the habit of incessantly changing the
channels with the remote control. This has caused a myriad of controversy within the socio-habitational atmosphere we have so arduously
attempted to instill within the household.
"Marty" is constantly flipping the channels and he refuses to
remain on any one program for more than ten seconds. My housemates
and I are in a pickle. We don't want to reprimand "Marty" for fear of
curtailing his creative expressions, but we feel some action is necessary.
Claire, how can my housemates and I effectively deal with this dilemma
while ensuring political correctness?
—Ledge
Dear Ledge:
Here's an idea: remove the batteries from the remote. You'd be
surprised at how content the average couch potato is to watch the same
channel for hours on end when changing it requires moving. By the time
"Marty" figures out what the technical problem is - if he hasn't shot out
your picture tube in frustration by then - you'll have gotten in at least a
few good hours of quality, mono-channel TV viewing.
Of course, "Marty" could be suffering from an even bigger
problem. I've seen the signs of this condition before. I don't want to
alarm you, but "Marty" could be suffering from "Lack of Interest
Syndrome."
You say nothing can hold his attention for more than a few
seconds? This is very common in young males, although I must say the
affliction is usually associated with hookups and not television programs.
Maybe the symptoms are being brought on by the dearth of any
television viewing containing any redeeming value worth contemplating for more than ten seconds. I don't know about you, but "The Return
of Dobie Gillis" makes me leap for the channel knob too.
The final option is this: Get "Marty" a chick to keep his mind off
the TV buttons. If your selection meets with his approval, I guarantee he
won't want to flip any more channels.
Unless of course his batteries are missing too.
—Claire.

BUD'S DELI
Need Food at Your Party?
Let Bud's Party Sandwiches
be Your Answer!
Available in 3,4,6 ft. lengths
Basic:

10% OFF WITH THIS AD
Italian:

Ham, Salami, Bologna & Cheese
w/Lettuce, tomato & Dressing.
Reg. 825 per ft.

Capricola, Genoa, Provolone,
w/Lettuce, tomato, olives, peppers,
onions & Dressing. Reg. 1195 per ft.

Deluxe

Cut Above

Ham, Salami, Bologna, Roast Beef, Roast Beef, turkey & cheese,
Turkey, & cheese w/Lettuce, tomato w/Lettuce, tomato & Dressing.
Reg. 1250 per ft.
& Dressing. Reg. 1125 per ft.
HOW POOR ARE YOU?
Bologna, Cheese, w/Lettuce
Tomato & Mayo. 675 per ft.

BUD'S DELI
714 Reef Rd. 254-0748
2 days notice required. $5 Deposit on Cutting Board. All Sandwiches plus Tax.

The American Jesuits
have a glorious past.
What about the ftiture?
"This book is indispensable."
-Jay P. Dolan, University of Notre Dame
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Christmas Shopping in
New York: Isn't it
Wonderful?

by Kevin Guterl

If you could choose one thing for Christmas, what would it be?

Jim Bodor
Features Editor

Nicole Fortin '92 - "I
think he knows who he is."

Alex Ananian '94 - "A great number in the Housing Lottery so that
I can move out of Claver."

Donna Delpo '94 -"For Morrissey
to go straight and marry me so I
could bear his children."

Head on Plate Shocks Students
(CPS) - A grisly display
has students at the University of
Illinois at Chicago wondering
whether the head of a human cadaver was displayed at an undergraduate art gallery under the title,
"King of Vermin."
Campus police are investigating reports that an unidentified student obtained the head from
a medical school.
Several students reported
seeing the exhibit, which was displayed for only one day.
"It was something that
looked like the head of a balding
male. It was wrapped in several
layers of Saran Wrap. It was lean-

ing to the side like it was plopped
down, on a plate of lettucce with
grapes as a garnish,"said Sheila
Broderick, freshman art student in
medical illustration.
Broderick said that incisions were visible on the head as if
it had been dissected to some degree.
According to Scott Allen, a junior in art and design, the
student responsible for the exhibit
was in the art gallery and had
bragged that he had acquired the
head of a human cadaver from the
university.
"I thought he was kidding until I looked at it closer,"

Allen said. "If it wasn't real, I'd be
shocked."
Although Allen admits
not knowing the name of the student in question, "I would know
him if I saw him," he said.
Jason Wietlispach, undergraduate in art organizer of the
GBU gallery, said something resembling a human head wrapped
in plastic wrap was displayed in
the GBU gallery show which
opened Oct. 15.
He would neither confirm
nor deny it being a human cadaver.
He also refused to release the identity of the student who created the
exhibit.

I Talked to Donahue the Other Day...
Dana Felmee
StqffWriter
"I was fascinated at the effect my Mom had on people.
Mostly I was proud of her but at the
same time I was also jealous, like,
OK, I'm sick of sharing my mom
now give her back. A lot of times
I would get nervous at concerts too
when people would get on stage
with her I was afraid they'd shoot
her or something." Freshman,
Mimi Sommer is very frank when
she talks about growing up in the
spotlight with her mother, disco
great Donna Sommer. Being a celebrity has always been a part of
her life.
So have fans. It seems that
the most important thing to celebrities is that their fans respect their
privacy.
"My mom and I will be
having a good day together, just
hanging out. Someone who recognizes her and nonchalantly asks
for her autograph or compliments
her is flattering, that's really cool.
But someone who gets' starstruck'
and yells, 'hey that's Donna Sommer! ' I just have no tolerance for.
It's tactless and frightening, especially in the city.
We common people can be
divided into three types of fans:
The first type are groupies.
These are real die hard fans of
celebrities, their bread and butter.
Groupies will go to great lengths to
honor their objects of affection.
"Deadheads" probably the most
devoted of all groupies are commonly known to span the nation in
pursuit of their band.
Crystal Lavoie, a junior, has
built a tiedye-batik, incensed shrine
to the Grateful Dead. She goes to
great lengths to attend any concert
in a 200 mile radius because "all
the shows are different!" Sports
groupies are just as dedicated. Lisa
Terranova, a sophomore transfer

student, also has the characteristic
room devoted to her sports heroes,
the Syracuse men's lacrosse team.
"I have tapes of most all of their
games." You can tell too. Lisa can
recite the stats of any player on the
team.
Lori Petruzzelli, a senior, is
a die hard daytime-TV fan. "I met
Phil Donahue on the set of his
show when I was in the audience.
He's not as abrasive as he seems,
he's actually very friendly. I also
met Tristan Rodgers who plays
Robert Scorpio on General Hospital. He signed autographs for
myself, Gina Siconolfi and Kristina
Skoczylas (all seniors) at a cologne promotional in Bloomingdales. I'm actually a "Guiding
Light" fan though so when I went
to a WICC vs. the "Guiding Light"
cast softball game, I was really
excited to met Robert Newman
who plays Josh on the show."
The next group of fans are
actually associated with celebrities. This is sort of an uncomfortable situation because these people
are not "friends" with the celebrity
and yet they have met them several
times, sometimes daily.
Emily Matera was Ivan
Lendel's wife's nurse when she
had twins in Greenwich Hospital.
"I think he was nervous about the
whole process. He had a private
nurse coach his wife through the
whole labor and delivery. Her
labor was so long that Ivan actually had the opportunity to go practice his backhand and return in
time to see the birth of his two
daughters. They were very
friendly, down-to-earth people. I
also used to play with Rick
Schroder in the summertime at this
resort my family went to. This was
when I was, like, five and he wasn't
popular yet." Stacey Ives, a junior
from Goshen, CT, served Tom
Brokaw waffles Sunday mornings
at her summer waitressing job.

Peculiar sounds (which I will not describe in detail) emanated
from the bathroom stall next to mine.
Welcome to New York. During Christmas time.
Christmas shopping in New York is the most exciting and the
most horrendous activity known to man.
The shopping, the Christmas cheer, the too big, light filled tree,
the bell ringing fellows from Salvation Army - all of this is great, the
epitome of Christmas. Music and happiness abounds. For a few weeks,
New Yorkers forget they are New Yorkers.
But they don't forget for long. The taxis still honk their horns
for no apparent reason, in a rush to fly by the latest visitor from Iowa
(practically a foreign country in comparison to New York) trying to flag
them down. The pick pockets still borrow wallets for a while. The
homeless don't go anywhere. The traffic still moves as slow as a snail
stuck in a pile of molasses. The prices are still New York prices ($2 for
a giant pretzel - these street vendors must belong to a Union or
something).
And, of course, the crowds certainly don't get any smaller.
Literally thousands of heads bob up and down the labyrinth of streets that
is New York, all in a rush, but moving slowly (like the traffic), jostling
and bumping one another, while inhaling car fumes and exhaust
Why does this giant exodus repeat itself year after year, in
defiance of most rules of logic? Why do people from everywhere within
driving (or flying) distance take one day out of their lives to visit a city
that's so big it looks like a giant snake pushing its way out of its own skin
- one gets the impression the Empire State Building, or Trump Towers,
or the entire East Village will soon be pushed out to sea, the discarded
skin of a city which grew too large for itself.
Simply put, why visit an enourmous city during the busiest time
of the year, only to return with a headache?
Ostensibly we go to shop. But this seems to me a poor reason.
What's so good about shopping in New York? During a recent trip to the
Big Apple (yes, I too suffer from this peculiar affliction) I overheard a
woman pricing a ring at Tiffany's.
"How much is this diamond ring?" asked the woman, apparently with the intent to buy.
"Thirty-four thousand dollars," answered the saleswoman,
without blinking an eye.
I must admit, that's a tempting price, but I just didn't have the
cash with me at the time. But, of course, Tiffany's is world famous.
There must be some lesser known stores in the city which are not so
ridiculously overpriced, right?
Well, if there is, I couldn't find it. I also visited the Fendi store,
famous makers of purses too expensive for American's to buy. As I
perused the prices on some dresses and things, I was not too surprised by
the prices, having been in New York for a few hours by this time. I was
surprised, however, by the price tag on a small scarf. The scarf consisted
of clothe, mostly. On the ends were some small balls of fur - presumably
scalped from the back of some innocent animal which had never been to
New York.
What did the scarf cost? A mere $1300. Seems like a lot of
money to pay for so little warmth. So loosed a question regarding the
garment to a nearby security guard.
"Do people actually buy these things?" I asked him.
"Of course they do," he answered.
Of course, what was I thinking. Who wouldn't drop $1300 for
a piece of wool with some fur balls on the bottom?
Anyway, it doesn't matter who would, because we keep coming
back each year, to fight the crowds, and take photos, and listen to the
strange noises in the bathroom, and look at the tree, and say "Ah, isn't it
wonderful," an expression which later becomes, "Ah, my head hurts, and
I hate this town."
Aren't we a sick people?

"He's basically a local so we're
real laid back about him. . .now
when Tom Cruise and Paul Newman walked in that was a different
story."
Finally, the most common
type of celebrity worship comes
from chance encounters. These
are tricky, because as Mimi Sommer points out, "some people have
no respect for your privacy."
People in chance encounters usually have one of two reactions:
total obviousness or total unawareness.
When I worked at the Gap I
was eye-level with Rick Astley's
bell-buton when she realized this
was no ordinary waist she was
measuring. Michelle Bove of
Gonzaga followed Dee Schneider
of "Twisted Sister" all the way to
his house not because she admired
him but because, "he was driving a
convertible and all that hair blowing in the wind
made him look just
like one of those
Afghan dogs. It
was absolutely the
funniest thing I've
ever seen." Emily
Matera, Ricky
Schroder's sandbox pal, chanced to
see Eddie Murphy
at Bubble Hill, his
house in Clinton,
NJ. "I screamed,
'Hey Eddie!' and
he waved but his
security guard
chased us away."
Our admiration of people with
special talents may
be sometimes annoying and occasionally frightening. But what it all
really boils down
to is genuine flatNot valid
tery.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS HAPPY HOLIDAYS SEASONS GREETINGS HAPPY
To all Porch Party Participants - may you all live forever.
Get ready for a sauced second semester. Peace, Love, and Nickel
Beer.
Love, Kelly Mac.
Peg - Hey roomie! Have
an awesome holiday! Here's to the
rest of this year with a great roommate (you), and to next year in our
(knockwood) townhouse!
Love, Claire.
To the Great Guys at the
Green Turtle - Merry Christmas
from Hannah Manlikoba! Thanks
for everything!
"Jolly old" Steve Pissarro
-Ho! Ho! Ho!-sochuck,chuckie,
the chuckster - Haappee Holidaay s!
- so TH 113 - Merry Mistletoe! so.
To "My Two Dads":
You're the best! Have a great
holiday and a slick vacation!
I'll miss you!
Love, "Boston".
WOW!
Merry Christmas
Cutie!

To the
girls in TH 42 have a great
Chr i stmas .
Thanks for all the
great memories
and I'm looking
forward to those
in the future.
Love ya,
Lisa.

To
my
dearest, loving
Cowboys at the 24-hr
Laughing Cow Zoo, the
merriest of Christmases and Pipe
New Year. Be Careful!
Much Love, Cowgirl
Blossom
To my friend Chumpy -1
hope your Christmas stinks.
Thanks for nothing.
Your pal, Sappy.
To the Chick with the
Awesome incisors - May all your
Christmas Fantasies come TRUE.
Love, Angus.
My Dearest Coleen! Even
thught I call you Disney, I don't
really think you're a cartoon! Good
Luck on finals and have a Merry
Christmas! But this isn't my real
message!
Love, Mark.

To the Pit Vipers
have a party together!
The Girls in 134.

Let's

Merry Christmas to TH21,
42, The Toe and the Muppet Motel, TH 37, Edge, Lane and Mack.
Your purple friend, Dirio.
Merry Christmas to the
Religious Studies Dept. and all its
majors. Have a slice of Trinitarian
Bologna on me.
Edward N. Kent, '93.
To CM, GM, JC, TF, JB,
JF, 21,141, and everyone else from
your favorite Jogues III RA.

Stephanie Marie, two years
and counting, how long is this going
to go on? Who knows, we're
having too much fun to stop now.
Love, Jim.

Jen Paventi - You're the
best RA on campus! Have an
excellent Christmas & don't miss
us too much!
Love, Regis I

Merry Christmas CL.
Thanks for everything. EH.

Loyola 2 babes - Happy
Holidays!
Love, Lynn.
Happy Yuletide cheer to
TH123, Fly-Girls, Cowgirls,
Cowboys, Q.C. ushers, Bung, You
are all the greatest. I will try to stay
put in my booster seat this holiday
season.
Love, the Dwarf and
Blossom.

Pricilla, 9 months? All of
us think you're the Best. I love
you, J.C.
To everyone at the Quick
Center- Have a very merry Christmas! Everyone get pipe!

To my little Buttercup Merry Christmas to a truly special
person. I'm going to miss you
more than you know.
To Housemates who leave
their microwaves even after they
get job offers ($33,000). It was a
great semester.
Farley!

Merry Christmas to the fine
gentlemen of TH21 - You guys are
great friends and great cooks too.
Love you all!
- TH42.

To that lovely dwarf in a
booster seat... .May you finally find
Christmas cheer in between your
disgusting displays of pipeity.
Fly#l

To Donna: Please stay
faithful to me in D.C. next semester.
Love always, Lewie.

My Dearest Tricia! Even
though I call you Dawson, I don't
really think that you are messy!
Crew is making your muscles huge
though! Good Luck on finals - but
this isn't my real message!
Love, Mark.

Merry
Christmas TH 134
Thanks for the
grocery shopping all semester.
This
makes up for
it, right?
Love Ya!
Jen.

Merry Christmas Upper
Deck house mascots - Baby, Steve,
SEan Chuck, Marc, etc. I'll miss
your similing faces every morning. -G.G.
To Triple J: Merry Christmas.
Love, Pooh.
Merry Christmas to our
neighbor.
The Girls in TH 134.

To the French
Connection,
may L.W. find
the true Brow
through all that
hair!

T. T. & L. C. - I want to
suck your TOES under the mistletoe.
- The "Ang-er".
Jim - Hey where's my
Christmas present? Did you wrap
it? Did you get a card? Did you get
me the yacht?
Love, Kelly.
To the Hope Street Fly
Girls - Have a Merry Christmas &
crazy New Year. Hoping that Santa
climbs through your kitchen window bearing gifts. No hard feelings.
-Stay Fly. J.

To the Upper Deck chickshey dickies, I'll miss you over
break. Think of me when partying
with the 906538 boys.
Love, Geneva.

To the best staff ever Claud, Jennifer, KT, EK Jamie,
JAK, Carol, Lang and the BIG MC
- Merry Christmas! You guys
always make me laugh - keep up
the wellness checks.
Love, Laneburger.

Merry Pre-historic Christmas to TH21 from your favorite
purple guy.
Dino.

Jen-Hey roomie! You're
the best, so have a wicked, slick
holiday! I'll miss you!
Love, Lyni

To KJ and half of the "Phil
Simm twins," you guys are the
best!! Thanks for everything and
I hope Santa is good to you.
Love, Lilee.

Jen, Kelly and Lisa, you
guys are the greatest. Merry Christmas and all that Jazz. - M.C.
From my house to yours.
Merry Christmas Bonelli.
Love TH57.

Merry X-mas Mike Siuta you seething volcano of manhood.
To 123,142,141,121,37,
21,133, Col, Carol, Dipa, Ed, Ken,
Bonelli, Claud, etc., etc., etc.
Merrry Christmas and see you for
New Years! Good luck next semester!
Love, Kelly.
Dear KT - Have a very
Merry Christmas and may all your
dreams come true. From an old
friend, Super J.
Ed - Geiger's is having a
Christmas sale with employee
discounts! Rerry Rhhristmas!
- Colleen.
Heather & Monica - Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year!
I'll miss you!
Love, Lyni.
Ray - Have an excellent
Christmasandagreatbreak! Uno's
in January?
Love, "Holly Hobbie".
D-Love, you're coming to
my house! I love you.
Attention Mike Canzano i want you under my mistletoe this
Christmas! - a smitten admirer.
Merry Christmas to Amy,
Norlak, Diane, the guys in TH21,
153, 91 and 141. Have a great
one!!
Love, Lisa.

JINGLEBELLS JINGLE BELLS JINGLE BELLS JINGLE ALL THE
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NEW YEAR MERRY CHRISTMAS HAPPY HOLIDAYS SEASONS GREETS
To all my pipe QC friends
- keep it safe and keep it Black &
White.
Love - "The Ang-er".
I love you Maita. - You
better know who.
Our sweetest Mark - Even
though you call YOURSELF
McMurphy, we love you anyway!
So, baby, baby won't you please,
please SMILE!
Love, your buddies.
Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year to my idol Keisha. BACK OFF GRANPAW!
To

the

Commander,

Donna: I love you. Merry
Christmas. Haveanickle.

ToJG,SL,&SH:
You guys are the best! It
will always be "the four of
us" no matter where we
go. I'll remember you all
forever. Merry Christmas!
-MF.

Merry Christmas MB, CL,
JS, JC, Summer '91, TH 155 and
the Anger for ever, Ripple - EH.
To the Commander, Colonel, and Admiral: Merry Christmas and may all of you figurines
be purple!
- The Chief.
Merry Christmas to the
best housemates around - Jen, KJ
and my Phil Simms twin. What
would I do without you guys?
Here's to another semester of fun
times!
- Donna.

know who you are) - Merry Christmas to the best group of friends a
hyper, neurotic, caffeine junkie
could ever have! I love you guys!
Love, Claire.
Tracy, Cindy, and Rose My warmest Christmas wishes.
Hope Santa brings you all what
your heart desires (and of cars I
know what is this...) Kisses from
Bobo, Whitey and The Greek
Woman...
To "Istanbul and Constantinople," "Ceceilia," "End of
the World As We Know It,"
"Ripple," and all the other songs
that make me think of a great
summer. Long live the summer
crew and 155!
Love, Colleen.
To the Cheese-ball editorin-chief - Bite my butt! What are
you thinking having NO MIRROR
on the 5th. You are so lame!
Thanks for your measly lack of
effort.
Love, Sis.
Merry Christmas Andy &
Nancy. Thanks for all your help.
- Steve.
To Regis I - the best floor

Slappy, the Old Man, and Dino:
God Bless you in this Christmas
Season. - Trojan Man.
To the Toe - May we Fester during the second semester.
CS, BM, MJ: You guys
stink. Have a terrible holiday (just
kidding). Merry Christmas.
- The Commander.
Have a great one you guys
(Barb, Di, Kathy)! Enjoy New
Years without me!
Your Loving Housemate,
Kathleen.

Dear Kim, I'll be an ornament on your X-mas tree anytime.
Eric Lindros.
Merry Christmas to all the
boys on Anguish. Remember-it's
"The Big Payback".
To Blossom & Half-Batch
- I'll meet you guys in the utility
closet for a crazy Christmas concert. Bring your utensils and all
you r rabid friends. It will be a
night of pipety. I can't wait.
Love, Mushroom Cap.

To my little Asparagus Remember if you can't call me,
Kohlrabi. Get rid of the jacket you look like a thug.
Love, the Scallion. Hee,
Hee, Hee!
To Colleen, Megan, Kathleen, Kathleen, Tricia, Christina Gauranteed, he's out of here by
March. Love, Peace, and cognitive dissonance.
Love, Kelly.
To the Sorority (and you

Merry Christmas Cheeser,
Squid and Griff.
- Your favorite housemate.
Merry Christmas to the
Summer Crew - 155, Col, Angus,
Timber, Kate and our weekend
guests. Long live Ripple and Porch
Sitting.
Merry X-mas all you hardworking student teachers - See
you on the slopes!
Merry Christmas to all of
63 and TH 102 and as Ambra
would say, Happy fing New Year.
- Martin.
T o
PaulThanks
for putting
us into
a mad
frenzy.
Next time
the pen's
going
through
yourforehead.
Hugs and
kisses
you jokester,
you.
Love,
G-Tina and Anne3.
To Pipe - Get off
my shoulder! I can't take it anymore! I'm going crazy!
- Mime

Merry Christmas Dear
Steve.

To the Laughing
Cowboys - Thanks for
crazy times of Karoke
table dancing with utensils undulating around the
utility closet, and good evening
dances through the petting zoo.
Hey - what are your hours anyway? Merry Christmas and moohah-hah. Love, Cowgirl Chris &
Cowgirl Mimi.

"eva"! Happy, happy holidays! I
hope Santa is excellent to all of
you!
Love, Lyni.
Chrissy-Anne - Your're
crazy! I hope you have a cram-jam
Christmas. Make sure to watch out
for a "boring" experience.
Love, Crazy MushroomCap.
Bungalina...May the glorious sounds of Christmas fill you
incorrigible, madcap heart! I think
you're the best damn RA I know.
Next time, TCBY is on Me!
Love Bung 2.

To a great bunch of people
- Kelly, TH123, Jim, Jim, Jed, JQ
Chris, Mark, Marc, Tim, Hennessy,
Katie - Merry Christmas!
Love, Colleen.
TH 116 - Merry Christmas!
Have a wonderful break! And
thanks for putting up with my crazy
schedule and absense. Love, Emily
The perfect Christmas gift:
Cute, blue-eyed, Santa's helper
tired of toy-making seeks tall, dark,
handsome elf for holiday frolic.
Must like to wear curly-toed shoes.
Have a merry one TH 125!

Love ya, Kathleen.
I love Mike Bonelli.
Merry Christmas to
George - come visit us soon.
Love, your housemates in
141.
To TH96: Happy Holidays! Have a great X-mas break
and may the New Year bring you
all lots of Joy. You guys are great
housemates. Thanks for putting
up with my craziness.
- Eileen L.
Merry Christmas TH 141 "The Muppet Motel." See you for
New Year's Eve.
- TH42.
To all the work studies in
mailroom - Thank you all and Have
a Merry Christmas!
To Dino: Thanks for the
memories. You have brought a
special joy to our lives.
-TH21.
Me le Kalikimaka to TH31.
Merry Christmas to TH41
- you gals are the craziest fly firls I
ever met. S-Ihopethat
fire on you r heels
calms
down
enough for
some dancing
on tables. J time for
some
holiday
Dewers
and
slam
dancing. N
-I got
you a
copy
of "I'm
okay ,
you're all
not
okay," for
Christmas! I t h i n k
you'll like it, I did.
M- Are you getting me some parmesan and peanut butter for Christmas. Great.
Love, Mimi.
Colleen I wanted to let you
know that I feel much more in control being able to pick and choose
what I do. Mana Boga! Merry
Happy.
Love Dr. McNamara.
Merry Christmas Mike
Bonelli. Keep your finger out of
your belly button.
Tom - All I want for Christmas is you and since I already have
that, what else do I need? Merry
Christmas to the most awesome
guy I know and one of my best
friends.
Love always, Claire.
Merry Christmas to the
Brown-eyed Girl and the Vatican.

WAY ** I SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA CLAUS UNDER THE MIS-
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Kath, Shonine - X-mas
Break! Fianlly, a break from all
that strees. - S.O.
Karen and all future accounting exec's, Merry X-mas
S.O.
To Katherine the Great,
Mime, and Chrissy-Anne, not to
mention Johnny Sweethands
...Have a pipe Christmas and a
Crazy New Year. May your stockings be filled with jelly and may
you find a dwarf in a booster seat

To all my friends who have
seen a change in me and lost me to
a piece of paper that comes out
every Thursday - thanks for being
there when I am particularly
stressed and for being understaning. I couldn't do it without you.
Happy Holidays,
Christina.

Merry Christmas! Don't forget
you owe us dinner!
Love Lyni and Jen.
Merry Christmas to On the
Rocks. By the way have you guys
met?
-SS
Dawn, Merry Christmas to
my favorite friend - Thanks for the
tea parties, peace parties, and all
the memories. You're the greatest!
your best hugger! I look forward
to bringing in the New Year with
you!
Lots o' love, Bill.
Merry Christmas to the
Roadhouse.
-SS
Merry Christmas to TH61
from TH22.
- Your fifth housemate.
Boosh - You're a pain in
the neck when you're sick, and you
go to bed too late, but you haven't
been an entirely horrible roommate. I hope you get stuck with
somebody while I'm gone.
- Bodor

To the crazy, pipe Mayor who only
shoots what he eats:
There is a turkey waiting
for all of us, though it may be rabid.
Love, Cheeseball.
To those crazies who traveled to Boston with a freak,
Thanks for making the
corner hotel room so interesting, I
did my part as well. You guys are
the best and get ready for me in
January.
Love, Chrissy-Anne.
Merry Christmas to Frank
Szivos: May you and your familyhave a restful and peaceful holiday
season. Thanks for everything.
Christina, Emily, Jim,
Claire, Mark, Mike, Pat.
Claud - You're the greatest! Merry Christmas from Your
Angel.

To CD., K.G., M.M.,
M.T., C.S., and Mack:
Thanks for making the
Bugaboo a home away from home.
I hope all of you have a great
holiday season and enjoy the break.
Love, Christina
Christmas greetings to the
Eucharistic Ministers. Have a great
break. Jim Hayes, S.J.
Merry Christmas to the
Glee Club. Thanks for your Glorious Sounds. Jim Hayes, S.J.
Hope Santa is good to the
Ushers. You deserve it. Jim Hayes,
S.J.
Mike, Laurie, Ringgo,
Carmella - Kudos for all your hard
work and good spirits this semester! Merry Christmas! Carolyn
To all you crazy rabid,
pipe friends:
In this season of
rabidity and frolic, fly free and
fly happy, because you only live
once.
****************

Bodor - Our third Christmas-I can't believe it!! I hope you
get the present right this year.
- I love you, Stephie.
Merry Christmas to the
Jogues 2 corner rooms!! What
would I do without our endless
conversations, I mean really what
would I do, we just talk, and talk,
and never shut up, why just the
other day...(Stephie)
Firehouse chicks! You are
all so hot and wonderful. Have a
happy, happy, happy Christmas and
under your tree.
Love Blossom.

Love, Emily

please, be careful!

Jim Siekman Rules the

To that crazy pipe
Mom and Dad who have to
hear every little thing I do
and who worry about everything I do, I only hope that
Santa brings you everything
you wish for and everything
that you both deserve.
Love, Chrissy.

To Michael (of the traveling Wy woda(s)) - You are my best
friend and my boyfriend. May you
get all you want for Christmas!
Love, Stefanie.

Quad.

To five special friends you're still the best.

Merry Christmas to TH47
from TH22.

Happy Christmas and
Merry Pipe New Year to the best
shiny, happy ushers in the world.
Thanks for being crazy pipe!
Love, Sue.

Hey Sap - Hey you good
bean soup, hope your Christmas
stinks - out loud, that is and your
next year is made up of one miserable day after another. Thanks for
absolutely nothing! And by the
way, have a rotten day!
Love B-Angie-B
(Chumpy).

Merry Christmas to House
#1 - Everything is going well!
Merry Christmas to TH38
from TH22.
Merry Christmas and an
Awesome New Year to Franklin's
Tower from their newest housemate!
Hey Chumpy & Sappy Lighten up you guys! It'stheholdiays after all. Boy, you 2 are just a
couple of grumpy dwarfs! Love,
Emil.

To The Major - We really
do love you. Merry Christmas
from JS, CR and MS.

Merry Christmas to everyone in the deli - you guys did a
great job this semester.
Love, the Deil Witch.
To all the Summer Crew Eddie, Jim, Coff, TH155, Lane,
MC and the Rest - It was a great
summer.
- "Angus"

To the crammin',
jammin' fool who is the very best
brotositbackandtalkwith. Thanks
for being there and offering me an
insight into a very strange world.
Thanks, Kicky.
I always enjoy trying to
find you the next morning to discuss the evening's events. I love
you, you snappy, crammin' mama.
Love, Scratchy
To the guy with the sweetest hands on campus, keep flying
free and enjoy the holiday. Hope
everytihing is going well for you.
Love, Saps.

Margarita:
Merry Christmas from

To TH38 and Chris B -

TLETOE LAST NIGHT ** I'M DREAMING OF A WHITE CHRISTMAS

•
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Thursday, January 25,1990

• • Me and my sisters went down to the % %
center to play with the disabled kids.
You know, to just be with them.
Beth Kerby
Troy, Ml

Tuesday, January 23,1990

• • All of us in the class called the old people % %
in our neighborhood to see if they were
okay and if they needed anything.
Amy Hoffman
Polk, NE

What did you do today?

Thursday, December 7,1989

• • With the help of the police, we cleaned ^ J
up a park today. Not only litter, but the
drug dealers and their drugs, too.
Thelma LaStrapp
Houston, TX

Wednesday, December 13,1989

■

• w I offered to pay college tuition for the % %
eighth grade class if they stayed in
school and didn't do drugs.

*r"

Ewing Kauffman
Kansas City, MO

There are many problems facing every community in America. But because there are
more people than problems, things will get
done. All you have to do is something. Do
anything.To find out how, call 1 (800) 677-5515.

O POINTS OF LIGHT
FOUNDATION

DO

SOMETHING

GOOD

FEEL

SOMETHING

REAL.
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Editorial/Commentary

Christmas Lights
Chn. mas is the time of rebirth.
It is the time in which we all must examine
what we are and what we do.
It is the time of hope and it is the time of
goodwill.
It is the time to stop the pettiness and the
bickering and look towards common goods and a
better world.
This part of Christmas is often overlooked as
finals, papers, projects and the hunt for Christmas
presents crash upon us. The peace of the world
may be important, but that ten page paper could
drop a grade.
We need to find the hope that is a part of
Christmas and utilize it to make our little corner of
the world a little shinier and brighter. For after the
tests and projects and grades, the little things you
do for one another are remembered far more.
Take the time to send a card, or drop off a
used toy to a program that gives them to underprivileged children. The five minutes you spend to drop
it off is hours of happiness for someone who probably sees very little joy.
Look towards volunteer work that fits into
your schedule or join a club that attempts to clean
up the environment or stop world hunger. It may
appear to sound unrealistically altruistic, but the
world can be an ugly and brutal place and until
every corner is shining, we all suffer.
This Christmas, after the tree has begun to
turn a little brown, and the presents have been
packed away and the last Christmas cookie has
been eaten, it may be time to give the world a
Christmas present.
That present is you with all of your talents
and ambitions, which can be used to make the
world think it is Christmas time all the time.

The Fairfield Mirror

Behind the Scenes
Christina Hennessy
Editor-in-Chief
The Christmas lights
adorn the residence hall windows
and the townhouses atop the hill,
the Campus Center is playing
Christmas carols, the bookstore is
buying back books, finals have
arrived and this is the last Mirror
of the semester.
I can't say that this semester has been a breeze, and I
have had my shares of up and
downs to last for a long while, but
the paper always came out and for
that I have to credit the staff.
A paper is only as good as
the people who work on it and the
editorial board this semester
worked many long hours and sacrificed many things in order to get
the paper out as I wanted it to look
and for that I am very grateful.
The staff of each section
and the contributing writers helped
tremendously by reporting on the

many events that have occured on
campus this semester.
In addition, Frank Szivos,
has added his expertise and advice
this semester and I appreciate the
time he takes and the interest he
has in the paper.
Enough kudos.
The paper will reappear
on January 23,1992 and there will
be some changes.
Our Features Editor, Jim
Bodor, is off to Washington on a

journalism internship, therefore,
Claire St. Louis will take over as
Features Editor.
In addition, at the activities fair in January, The Mirror will
be asking for input and suggestions for the paper.
Please stop by our table
and let us know. Hey- you may
even sign up to write. You may
even become a celebrity. Think of
the benefits.
For those of you interested in writing for the paper, look
for meeting signs or give a call to
the office, ext. 2533.
We are looking into staring some new columns next semester focusing on women's issues and diversity.
I hope everybody enjoys
the break and gets plenty of rest
and relaxation. The second semester will be upon us before we know
it.
Happy Holidays and a
peaceful New Year.

Letters to the Editor
Senate to sponsor open forum for student feedback.
To the editor:
In January of 1992, a constitutional convention will be held to
revise the Fairfield University
Student Association constitution.
The constitution governs the
three branches of FUS A— legislative, executive, and judiciary. The

28th session of the Student Senate
believes that student input in this
process is crucial. As a result, the
Student Senate has voted to have
an open forum to hear student feedback.
If you are involved in FUSA,
a club, or just a concerned student,
please attend this forum. Your

student government will run more
effectively if the concerns of the
students are elucidated.
More details will come at the
beginning of next semester. Hope
to see you then.
John Tedesco
Senate President

Sign is representative of society fs subtle sexism.
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The first paper for the second semester will be
out on January 23, 1992. Anyone wishing to
submit any articles or suggestions, please drop
them in campus mail to BoxAA. You may also
call ext. 2533 and leave a message.
Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its
readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles
may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror Office on the ground
floor of Gonzaga Hall.

To the editor:
Fresh from a Politics class
about sexism, I walked into the
Campus Center only to be greeted
by a sign which read, Men's Rugby
vs. Women's Soccer: Be there to
see PROOF that men are better
than women.
I couldn't believe my eyes.
Subtle sexism is rampant in

our society and difficult to combat,
but a covert display of sexist remarks is a disgrace. The sad thing
is that many people agree with
these remarks and others subliminally absorb them as truth. This
sign was not humorous and was
insulting.
There is no doubt that sexism
is deeply embedded in society
through our language, customs and

beliefs. Women, however, do not
need nor appreciate their efforts to
eliminate sexism diminished because of someone's senseless decision to display such a sign.
This sign was'not only angering but also discouraging, for it
only shed light on how far women
have to go.
Mary Alice Grennan, '94

Students must share University's limited resources.
To the editor:
The reference data-base
computers in the library are an
excellent resource and a blessing
for students. Unfortunately, however, they are also a limited resource.
The other night I went to the

library to sign-on for a block of
time on one of these computers.
To my astonishment, one individual had signed on for five hours,
two of which were consecutive.
Even if the individual's five
hours was split equally between
both programs on the computer,

two and a half hours is an excessive amount of time to take.
I would like to ask that people
try to be considerate of others who
also need to use these resources.
Thank you.
Kimberly DiMeola, '92

Christmas, a reminder of what's really important.
To the editor:
Christmas is supposed to be
a very happy time.
We have our families to go
home to who will love us, take care
of us and, most importantly, provide us with security. Security we
desperately need after a week of
finals and grades we aren't so secure about.
But Christmas is not like that
for everyone. School, grades,
boyfriends, girlfriends or getting

Christmas shopping done are not
the only things people worry about
at Christmas time.
There are thousands of children here in Bridgeport and around
the world who worry whether
mommy and daddy are going to
come home tonight, or if anyone is
going to cook them dinner, of if
anyone is simply going to give
them a hug.
The happiness of candy canes
and Santa Claus is just not a reality
to them.

So when you are pulling that
"all nighter" for a paper or test,
remember there are much worse
things you could be worried or
upset about. Just think, you have
the wonderful opportunity to come
to Fairfield and to get an education.
Moreover, you get to go home
for the holidays expecting rest,
relaxation, good food, friends and
love from Mom and Dad.

Wendy Precious, '93
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be
typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted
on a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free
of grammatical and spelling errors. 7) AH announcements and other submissions must be typewritten and received by 6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior
notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee
publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is final.
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Dropping the director of Faith Peace
and Justice Programs
A decision that's got nothing to do with faith, peace, or justice.
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
"The decision was mine,"
Academic Vice-President Robert
Stepsis told me last month about
cutting the position of director of
Faith, Peace and Justice Programs.
He called it a "budgetary concern."
I knew three things right away:
1) that I was listening to a bunch of
crap, 2) that this decision, like just
about every other decision he has
made in his five years at Fairfield,
wasn't made by Dr. Stepsis, and 3)
that the decision probably had more
to do with swollen egos than swollen budgets.
After all, the roughly $7000 to
$1000 annual budget on which
Faith Peace and Justice has been
run since the Program was started
in 1987 hardly makes it as much of
a budgetary concern as (oh...say)
Dr. Stepsis' six-digit salary.
But the Program's success
under director Cornelia Dinnean—
which has made it the ecumenical
equal of Campus Ministry without
Campus Ministry's $4 million dollar facility and a growing budgetseems to be one of the biggest
concerns of University Chaplain,
Rev. Paul Carrier, SJ.
Carrier told me last week that
the decision "wasn't a personal
thing." But a former member of
Campus Ministry said that "he has

had an obsession since day one to
usurp that office."
Maybe that explains why
Carrier was the only member of
the advisory board to the Faith
Peace and Justice minor (other than
Dinnean) who didn't sign a letter
published in The Mirror on November 11 which urged Stepsis "to
revoke the decision...and to initiate a dialogue with all parties concerned."
Carrier claims that he refused
to sign the letter because he wasn't
invited to the meeting at which it
was drafted. But other board
members told me there never was
such a meeting. Maybe that's why
Carrier never got an invitation.
Carrier admitted to me that he
has "differences of philosophy"
with the Program, which he says
were the reason he turned down
the director's position when it was

originally offered to him. "I didn't
feel I'd be comfortable with the
way it was set up," he said.
Apparently, he still isn't.
In what may be the understatement of the year, Carrier told
me, "My vision would be to have
even more connection between
academics and service." He is said
to have turned down the job of
director because it wasn't a tenured position. And he is alleged to
be bitter about the fact that he still
hasn't been invited by the religious
studies department to teach fullyaccredited courses.
Unlike Faith Peace and Justice (which is in the academic division and reports to the AVP)
Campus Ministry is essentially its
own division. And while he may
be alienated from academics, Carrier reports directly to the President— a link hemay have used to
score an indirect hit at the academic division by hitting Faith
Peace and Justice.
After all, it's Kelley (not Stepsis) that really makes the decisions
around here. And Kelly is going to
do whatever he can to make sure
that Mr. Egan gets his $1 millionworth out of the new chapel and
Campus Ministry center.
Not to mention, the decision
is perfectly consistent with what
appears to be both Kelley's desire
to make sure a Jesuit heads up

these programs, and Carrier's desire to make sure he's that Jesuit.
"It' s not like by taking this out
everything else will disappear,"
Carrier said of the decision. You
can say that again— everything
will probably reappear over at
Campus Ministry.
In fact, according to sources
within the administration, Kelley
(through Stepsis) ordered Dinnean
to hand over all Faith Peace and
Justice service projects like Alpha
Home and Habitat for Humanity to
Campus Ministry in the spring of
1990. Since that time, other programs like Cardboard City and The
Great Hunger Cleanup have notso-mysteriously ended up in
Campus Ministry as well.
"It's not like we're trying to
claim exclusive territory," Carrier
told me. But just three weeks ago,
the officers of the Appalachian
Volunteers (who reportedly had to
fight off attempts two years ago by
Campus Ministry to take over the
club) had to meet with Carrier to
block Campus Ministry from running its own trip to Appalachia and
ail-but making the club a piece of
Fairfield history.
Carrier told The Mirror last
month, "There's no pressure from
Campus Ministry. We're all here
to advance the mission of the

(continued, page 14)
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Two very different Christmas lists
Nick Ritrivi
Staff Writer
Believe it or not, the administration did something wrong— it lost
its Christmas list. But I found it lying around up in Bellarmine, so I
decided to submit it to The Mirror. Here are the twenty things the
administration wants most for Christmas:
A Division I football team. (We already have a field.)
A real library where students can actually do good research papers.
The books How to be Assertive With Politically Powerful Townspeople Who Live at the Beach and The 1992 Revised Edition of Kissing
Up to Parents on Parents' Weekend: Making Things Appear Better Than
They Actually Are.
One good excuse to give everybody for terminating the director of
Faith, Peace and Justice Programs.
A calculator to figure out how much additional revenue this year's
tuition increase will rake in.
Axl Rose as next year's
commencement speaker.
A chapel that looks like a
Pizza Hut. Wait...scratch that one.
That was on last year's list. But
how about a drive thru window
and a billboard on Interstate 95.
More townhouses, so that
when we totally eliminate off
campus housing next year, the
Class of 1994 will have someplace
to live and a reason not to transfer.
Yet another book, Learning
How to Diversity Your Student
Body for the 90s.
The rights to ABC's news
story on underaged drinking which
aired three weeks ago.
A reminder to honor U.S. veterans by not having classes on
Veteran's Day next year (We've kind of forgotten these last few years).
Lower prices at the bookstore. After all, students have to be able
to pay tuition.
A real registration system for Business Majors.
The annual basketball game against UConn to be played in Alumni
Hall, so that we can give all of the tickets to the townspeople. (They've
never seen Chris Smith play before.)
A mailroom that is open on Saturdays (when the rest of America
is open).
A few extra reading days during finals week— as long as we don't
lose any money by keeping the dorms open.
More parking permits, fewer parking spots, and more ticket money.

Diana Cortese
Staff Writer
It's that special time of year again. Hang the stockings and stuff the
bird because Santa Claus is coming to town. It's a time of caring, sharing,
giving, and my personal favorite, receiving.
Millions of people across the country are whipping out their pens
and paper and writing their annual Christmas lists. Everyone is talking
about what they want, what they need, what they're getting.
There's lots of things I want for Christmas this year, too, like sharp
knives at Seders', clearance sales at the Gap and a solid guarantee of no
more fire drills at 4 a.m. But, although it's hard to believe, there are
plenty of more important things to aim for.
Instead of asking for more, we should appreciate what we have.
At Christmas we have two choices: we can sit at home and open
package after package with a plastic smile and a meaningless "thank
you," or we can opt for an alternative.
We spend eight months out
of the year stressing out about
grades. Why spend our long
awaited vacation worrying about
what to buy people and how much
money we're spending?
Do something to make yourself happy. Good moods are contagious. Take a brisk walk through
an area you've never been in before, or with an old friend. Read a
book you never got around to. Try
a new sport. Go sledding. Compliment yourself. Build a snowman.
Write a poem. Go ice skating.
Look back on it often and smile.
If the above list is a little too
self-indulgent during the holiday season, how about using that energy on
someone else?
Volunteer to be a Big Brother or Big Sister. Support Greenpeace.
Buy some Girl Scout cookies. Volunteer at a soup kitchen on Christmas
day. Let go of old grudges. Say hi to a stranger. Sing Christmas carols
at a nursing home. Treat a younger sibling to an ice cream cone. Say a
prayer for the needy. Let loved ones know how you feel.
Instead of making a Christmas list of all the things you want, add
a twist to tradition and do things a little differently this year. Whether you
celebrate Christmas or Hanukkah, the spirit is the same— peace, love
and happiness.
It all starts within each one of us. Be yourself, express yourself.
Make this_holiday_extraordinary.

DERRICK
BELL'S
DOUBLE
STANDARD
Lou Spadaccini
Staff Writer
To use the words of George
Will, the "Civil Rights Industry"
came to Fairfield a couple of weeks
ago with the visit of Dr. Derrick
Bell.
Here we have an individual
who left his post at Harvard University in protest of the lack of
minority women professors at the
law school. Yet, at the same time,
Mr. Bell criticizes President Bush
for preserving the minority presence on the Supreme Court by
nominating Clarence Thomas. He
accuses Bush of using Thomas'
race as a means of expanding the
conservative majority in court.
Mr. Bell's position on Clarence Thomas is a blatant double
standard. A man who left his job
because he felt his work place was
not diverse enough, opposed the
nomination of a minority to the
highest court in the country because that nominee was a conservative.
Hypothetically, if Harvard
granted tenure to a minority female law professor who happened
to possess conservative ideals,
would this be to Derrick Bell's satisfaction? One has to wonder.
It appears that once again,
for many scholars the issue really
isn't black or white, but conservative or liberal. The underlying
notion seems to be that placing
minorities in high positions is a desirable objective as long as they
are in the proper political frame of
mind. It's a shame these new opportunities for minorities are becoming increasingly contingent on
their political beliefs.
When President Bush was
elected in 1988, he made it very
clear that any administration under
his control would fill new court
vacancies with conservatives.
Certainly, there are those who
expect the president to appoint
liberals, but that's not the mandate
that came forth out of the 1988
election.
The president was put in a no
win situation with the retirement
of Thurgood Marshall. Regard- I
less of who he nominated to fill the
court vacancy, the individual was
unlikely to gain the approval of
prominent civil rights leaders.
In just about every poll taken
during the confirmation process,
Clarence Thomas enjoyed wide
popular support among minorities.
Yet, all but one of the members of
the Congressional Black Caucus
opposed his nomination.
Many of these congressmen
defended their positions by claiming that Thomas was not qualified
enough. But, when compared to
other high court nominees, Clarence Thomas' experience in law
proves him qualified for the position. Once again, the true reason
for their opposition was politics.
Cornelia Dinnean, director
of the Visiting Black Scholars
program, may want to consider
inviting Congressman Gary Franks
to campus. He was the only
member of the Congressional
Black Caucus to support the Thomas nomination. His opinions are
a refreshing change from the negativism displayed by Derrick Bell
and his followers.
Because he lives right here in
Connecticut, Franks would probably jump at the opportunity to visit
our campus.
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Faith Peace and Justice continued from page 13
University." And he told me last
week that the decision to drop the
Faith Peace and Justice director
"has nothing to do with wiping out
other people or sweeping people
out."
Yeah, and the chapel doesn't
look like a highway rest stop.
The fact is that Cornelia Dinnean is just the latest casualty of
what Carrier himself referred to as
Campus Ministry's "unfortunate
history of problems with women."
I'll say. A total of seven
women have come and gone from
Campus Ministry since 1977- not
one lasting four full years there.

As one source close to Carrier said
of the decision to terminate Dinnean's position, "He can't relate to
women. He couldn't control her,
so he had to get rid of her."
Carrier denies that these problems form a pattern at Campus
Ministry, arguing instead that they
are "reflective of the larger society
and church in which we live." He
said, "If there were a pattern, we
wouldn't be where we are now."
But don't let the earthy-crunchy
look fool you, Carrier's record with
women at Campus Ministry is
hardly stellar.
In 1987, Beth Palmer was

...the redundancy argument
Last month, Academic Vice President, Dr. Robert Stepsis,
told The Mirror that "the success of Campus Ministry" made the
position of Faith Peace and Justice Programs director "redundant." But the role of Faith Peace and Justice director is a distinct
and important one.
The director serves as the central resource person for all
programs of Faith Peace and Justice and works closely with the
academic minor in Faith Peace and Justice. Present director,
Cornelia Dinnean, has also worked with the Latin American and
Caribbean Studies Program, the International Relations Program, Applied Ethics, and the Honors Seminar, in addition to
gathering information on the possibility of establishing women's
studies at Fairfield.
Likewise, the director initiates and organizes a number of
non-curricular activities which relate to issues of faith, peace,
and justice. Dinnean has worked closely with the Office of Multicultural Relations, has started tutoring and mentoring programs at three Bridgeport schools, and has brought a wide range
of lecturers to campus. Last month, for example, Harvard Law
School professor, Derrick Bell came to Fairfield under the
Visiting Black Scholars program as a direct result of Dinnean's
personal efforts.
These and the director's many other roles make the relationship between this position and Campus Ministry not a matter of
having either/or, but one of preserving both.

forced out of Campus Ministry the
day after graduation, reportedly for
issuing a sermon earlier that year
in which she discussed gay and
lesbian issues on campus. I am
told that Carrier, who had already
been named chaplain and was to
arrive the following fall, was asked
to intercede in the matter.
He did nothing, and now denies that he was ever asked to step
in on Palmer's behalf. "Whatever
problems predated us weren't our
baggage," he told me.
But the controversy last year
surrounding the so-called resignation of Paula Oddis and the dedication of the Egan Chapel (...of St.
Ignatius Loyola) is Carrier's baggage, and suggests that Campus
Ministry hasn't come a long way
(baby) in its treatment of women.
"We're getting attacked," he
told me. "To lump us all together
because we're men, priests, and
Jesuits is a form of discrimination."
But the facts suggest that he's
got the story backwards and that
it's actually Campus Ministry that's
doing most of the attacking, using
its direct link to Fr. Kelley to do
away with anything and anyone
which it sees as a threat to its power
and prestige.
And while the decision to do
away with the director of Faith
Peace and Justice may help build
Campus Ministry and Fr. Carrier's
resume, it stands to rob the University of one of its most valuable resources— leaving its budget
largely unchanged, a highly talented woman unemployed, and its
stated commitment to "the service
of faith through the promotion of
justice" unfulfilled.

Capital Campaign provides for
Fairfield's future
Jennifer E. Edwards "
StqffWriter
The Capital Campaign, minted in 1987 to prepare Fairfield
tor the twenty-first century, will
nd this month.
The University has set a goal
of $35 million to meet the future
needs of Fairfield. So far $42
million has been pledged and $36
million has been received— although $12.5 million of that is in
endowments, from which the University receives interest payments
of about $625,000 annually.
But the $42 million dollar
figure is a bit misleading.
The gifts break down into
the following— a $10 million financial aid endowment, $7.6 mil-

lion for the Quick Center, $3.8
millionfor the chapel, $2.1 million
for science and media, $4.3 million for renovation of the fine arts
studios and Dolan Campus, $1.2
million endowment for humanities, $1.3 million endowment for
the school of business development, a $500,000 library endowment, and $8.5 million into an
unrestricted fund.
Fairfield's first major Campaign, University Provost, John
Barone told me it has been a success. Although the University has
exceeded many of its goals, however, it still doesn't have adequate
funds for the library and Jesuit visiting professors.
The Capital Campaign has
also received complaints from stu-

dents, who argue that the money
should be used to add new courses
or faculty. But the results are seen
in the numerous new buildings
including the Quick Center, Dolan,
the Chapel, and the new fine arts
studios in Loyola.
Fairfield' s operating budget
has risen from $40-61 million, and
the upkeep of the campus is remarkable. On a recent tour I gave,
one parent remarked, "Fairfield
sure has come a long way."
Maybe instead of complaining about all that Fairfield doesn't
have, we should be thankful for
what it does have, or work on a
specific goal to make it better. The
capital campaign was designed to
help Fairfield grow and prosper in
the years ahead.

Quoted This Week
"The University has one mission. We are going to disagree on how we achieve it, but we've got to keep
discussing and exploring without pointing fingers."
-Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J., University Chaplain, on speculation that Campus Ministry was involved
in the recent decision to terminate the position of Faith Peace and Justice director.
"Was it Pearl Harbor?"
-a student, when asked about the significance of the year 1879.
"Wake up! Wake up! He's about to steal your stuff."
-Jim Siekman, '92, to the television in an attempt to warn the Whos that the Grinch was about to
steal Christmas.
"I love all the colors in there."
-a student, on the pieces of gum in a Canisius water fountain.
Do you have an interesting quote? Send it, along with the context in which it was said, to The Mirror
at Box AA, or drop it by our office on Gonzaga ground.
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The 92 election, a
chance to show
Bush who's boss
Debra DeShong
Assistant News Editor
Now that last month's elections are over, we can all concentrate
on next year and the important election of a new president. There is absolutely no reason to reeled President Bush. The only thing he has
succeeded in doing in the last four years is killing hundreds of thousands
of Iraqi citizens, but I won't rehash that issue. It is clearly time to
reevaluate George Bush.
He was elected as The Education President. Educate whom? He
has done nothing for education. Was he referring to Barbara's literacy
campaign when he promised to help education? I repeat, he has done
nothing for education.
What he has done is let this country slide into an even deeper
economic hole. Not only has he raised taxes, but he has squandered our
tax money on foreign aid and violent crusades in countries where
American money is not needed or welcome. For foreigners, America has
an open pocketbook, but at home, the bank is closed.
I have also been told by someone in the armed services that 10,000
pounds of fresh (yes, fresh) meat originally bought for the Persian Gulf
soldiers was buried in Norfolk, Virginia. The Navy was embarrassed
that it had bought such a surplus and rather than admitting the truth and
donating the meat, it buried it.
Where is our people President now?
During the Persian Gulf War, each Patriot missile cost over one
million dollars to launch. At one point, a launched SCUD exploded on
its own and the modern technology that we have, picked up each piece
of that SCUD as an individual missile. Thirty six patriots were launched
at a cost of over $36 million. That is $36 million wasted.
Likewise, with the fall of Soviet communism, there is no need for
an extensive defense budget. But President Bush does not support the
reevaluation of the budget which would give more money to social
programs. We can't have that now can we, Mr. President?
All of these damaging facts (and there are a thousand more out
there) lead to one conclusion— that we must elect a new President. Yes,
a Democrat. The Republicans are slick and have cool ads on TV, but they
are running our country into the ground.
This is how the Great Depression started, and it took a Democrat
to pull America together.
I am begging my fellow students to speak up. It is our generation
that is being hit the worst with this. College students are abused the most
because politicians know that traditionally, we are not involved in
politics and we do not vote. We will not be getting jobs and nice cars
when we graduate. We will be getting the result of Bush's neglect— a
weakened nation.
Look at the facts, and choose a Democrat. Unless Satan decides
that he's a Democrat, any of the Democratic candidates would be better
than Bush. (Bush's popularity is already falling in the polls.) Start to
follow the campaigns of the Democratic candidates and make your
choice. Vote for a change and show Washington that we are not the
generation to beat up on.
Our voices are strong (as are our votes), and we will be heard.

GIVE TO YOURSELF
THIS CHRISTMAS BY
GIVING TO OTHERS
Joel Navarro
Contributing Writer
It seems in a moment our whole world can change, and we are
helplessly forced into letting go— into saying goodbye. The pain of
goodbyes can be so great that we are bruised and scarred with fear.
Time does not seem to diminish the haunting memories that consume
our lives, and we are thus left bleeding with contempt and confusion.
The only salvation in this twisted turn that exists in each of our
lives is the knowledge that we gain. With every goodbye, we learn and
we grow. Our courage wisdom to accept these changes, these goodbyes, comes from our faith— the faith that there is a reason for
everything.
That reason for me is that I was reminded of the true meaning of
giving. Its value is completely lost when returns are expected. Giving
should always be without bound. In our short lives, we can never give
enough. Our downfall is when we expect things in return for those we
give. Parents should give everything they can to their children not
because they expect things in return, but simply because they love and
care for them.
Friendships and relationships should be the same. Respect and
appreciation will never be lost if the true meaning of giving is not
forgotten. And ultimately, it is in giving that we receive. The happiness
resulting from a gift is always the best gift in return.
The value of giving is not in the amount we spend or do, but in the
amount of happiness it creates. Give to make others happy, and I
promise that you will find happiness in that alone.
I am neither a priest nor a saint. I am just someone who— while
struggling to say goodbye— has been reminded that love and friendships can end when the value of giving is lost.
Remember, the best gift you can give yourself this Christmas can
only be found in truly giving to others. Think about it.
Fondly dedicated to an old friend—KT.

Arts and Entertainment
Disney's Latest is
"Star Trek VI": Latest Trek
a Real" Beauty"
is the Best One in Years
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Patrick McCarthy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Merry Christmas from
Disney.
If any doubt remained after
The Little Mermaid that Disney
has reclaimed the peak it ascended
five decades ago with the release
of Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves, then the company's
latest Beauty and the Beast
should hush up all skeptics. It's a
funny, charming take on the age-old true love tale, spurred along by
a joyous Howard Ashman-Alan Menken score (they won Oscars for
their work on Little Mermaid). Beauty isn't quite as rousing as Mermaid because there's more meat on its bones. The picture never gets
preachy, though; its lessons give the story an endearing subtext. And
in the Disney tradition, the characters are the real heart of the film. The
new ones that screenwriter Linda Woolverton has dished up (just in
time for Christmas) sing and dance their way through this absolute
treasure of a film. Beauty and the Beast is most certainly the gem of
the Christmas season.
The story opened in true fairy tale fashion. It seems that once
upon a time, a self-important young prince scoffed at a hideous shrew
who begged shelter in his castle. But the shrew was a beautiful fairy
in disguise, and, furious at the prince's inability to detect inner beauty,
she cast a spell which turned him into a ghastly Beast. The spell can
only be broken if the Beast can feel true love for another (and be loved
in return) by his twenty-first birthday. If he can, his boyish good looks
will be his again. If not, he will live out the rest of his days as a lonely
monster.
Repulsed by his own figure, the Beast shuns contact with the
outside world. He is kept company only by his servants - a jolly lot
who have also been metamorphasized by the fairy's spell: they have
been turned into household appliances! So we meet fussy Cogsworth,
the mantle clock, French playboy-cum-candelabra Lumiere, and the
lovable Mrs. Potts, who is, of course, a teapot. Mrs. Potts' rambunctious son Chip (a cup), a barking footstool, and a singing dresser are
the standouts among the rest of the enchanted castle's staff.
The housewares and their master live in seclusion until the day
when a misdirected inventor knocks at the castle door. Hateful of the
outside world which sneers at him, the Beast relegates the traveller to
the dungeon. When the inventor's daughter, Belle, comes for her
father a few days later (on the lam from a sidesplittingly arrogant and
ruggedly handsome suitor named Gaston), she convinces the Beast to
keep her prisoner in her father's stead.
Will Belle be the one to break the spell that imprisons the young
Prince? Will she learn to reject the advances of the macho Gaston for
the love of the Beast? Does Pee-Wee Herman have hair on his palms?
Will Giants coach Ray Handley be working the fry-o-lator at Duchess
next year?
Like its classic predecessors, Dumbo and Pinocchio, Beauty
serves up a tidy moral lesson. "She's the most beautiful - so she must
be the best!" sighs Gaston of Belle. But true beauty, the movie
instructs, lies not in physical appearance, but within. This is not
exactly news, but in today's America, where such a high premium is
placed on appearance (just check out a beer commercial, or try to find
a dumpy, poorly-dressed business executive), the message reverberates nicely.
Accordingly, Belle is not your typical fairy tale heroine. While
the Little Mermaid's dreams focused solely on her handsome hunk
Eric (who, in a nice touch, looks suspiciously like the Gaston of this
film!), Belle extolls the pleasures of reading. Look out, ten-year old
Gilligan devotees: there's another lesson headed your way.
But enough moralizing! The film looks ravishing. Utilizing the
latest technologies, the animators pull off dazzling sequences (the
destined-to-become-a-classic ballroom sequence owes its lovely
swooping crane shots to computer technology). The directors, Gary
Trousdale and Kirk Wise, keep things buzzing along nicely. The
musical numbers aren't quite as fun as Little Mermaid, but it's unfair
to compare the two films: they're going for different effects. The
important thing is that Beauty is, like Mermaid, an instant classic.
Bad news department: Oscar-winning songwriting team Howard Ashman and Alan Menken were forever dissolved last March
when Ashman succumbed to AIDS at the age of 41. Hehad given
words to Menken's scores for Little Shop of Horrors, The Little
Mermaid, and Beauty and the Beast. His lyrics were simply masterful.
At times, they were poignant (Mermaid's Ariel: "Ask 'em my
questions/and get some answers/what's a fire and why does it/what's
the word - burn?/when's it my turn/wouldn't I love/love to explore
that shore up above?")
At times, hilarious (Little Shop's Audrey: "Well, that Seymour's the greatest/but I'm dating a semi-sadist")
Always, they were ingeniously creative: (Beauty's Lumiere:
"Try the souffle/It's delicious/Don't believe me?/Ask the dishes!")
I have no doubts that, over time, Mr. Ashman will be recognized
as one of America's all-time greatest lyricists. To lose him is heartbreaking, but his work will live on. The man who gave a plant an
attitude, a mermaid a voice, and a Beast his soul, will be missed
terribly, and never forgotten.
Last but not least:
Merry Christmas, everybody!

Chris Snyder
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Somewhere around the
middle of Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country, Captain
James T. Kirk is ordered to surrender his power over his ship, the Enterprise. Kirk is worried and has
no idea what to do. He then looks
over at Mr. Spock who boasts, "If
I were human, I believe I would
use the term 'Go to Hell.'" Kirk
acknowledges Spock's remark
with a smirk, and all of the Trekkies in the audience go wild. Why
shouldn't they? Their heroes are
on the big screen for one final (or is
it?) voyage aboard the Starship
Enterprise and, thankfully, it is a
fun, entertaining trip.
When the dreadful fifth installment of the series was released
two years ago, I was worried that
the Star Trek saga would conclude
on a sour note, but this sixth episode redeems all of the weaknesses
that Star Trek V had. Perhaps the
most significant plus for Star Trek
VI is that co-writer Nicholas Meyer
returns behind the camera. He is
the man responsible for directing
Star Trek H and writing Star
Trek IV - by far the two best films
of the series. While Star Trek VI
is not his greatest achievement, it
is nevertheless an exciting, visually spectacular adventure that is
never boring. In fact, the impressive screenplay is oddly enough
the highest point of this movie. It
has some occasionally humorous
one-liners, and it offers a storyline
which I found to be quite interest-

As the film opens, a Klingon power station explodes, throwing its entire empire into a major
energy crisis. In order to prevent
the deterioration of their so-called
civilization, the Klingons seek a
reconciliation with their enemies
of the Federation. After vowing,
"I've never trusted Klingons and I
never will," a reluctant James T.
Kirk agrees to lead the Federation
effort towards universal peace.
Actually, it is Mr. Spock who
proposes that the Klingon drive for
peace is sincere, and that the U.S.S.
Enterprise, with its crew, could in
fact assist greatly in helping to
maintain it. Unfortunately, the
Klingon Chancellor is murdered
during a supposed attack by the
Enterprise.
The ambush was obviously
a setup by an unknown enemy, but
Captain Kirk is blamed and imprisoned for the crime. The rest of
the film tries to solve the mystery
of who really initiated the onslaught.
As everyone knows, the cast
of the popular '60s T.V. series has

once again been reassembled for
this episode. Star Trek VI is
being billed as the last film in which
the original cast will appear together. I hope there is some truth
to this rumor, because the actors
are becoming so old and wrinkled
that they are beginning to look like
California Raisins wearing Star
Trek uniforms. William Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy, and a majority of
the cast appear exhausted in front
of the camera, and this is the low
point of the film. When Kirk says,
"Spock, I'm tired," in one scene, I
believed him for real.
Ironically, the best performances in Star Trek VI are given by
the newcomers to the series. Christopher Plummer is magnificent as
the one-eyed General Chaney, a
Klingon warrior whodoesn'tknow
when to quit. He walks around
cynically throughout the film uttering out Shakespearean quotes to
express his maddening emotions.
Plummer is effective and frightening.
His villain ranks up there
with Ricardo Montalban's Khan
as one of the best in Star Trek
history. Kim Cattrall is also appealing as a Vulcan protegee of
Spock's. There is even a brief
cameo by Christian Slater who
plays a crew member of a Federation ship commanded by Mr. Sulu.
Star Trek VI is a treat for
all ages, and, as Spock might say,
it is a logical choice for entertainment during this holiday season.
Even those who do not follow Star
Trek regularly should enjoy this
intriguing, action-packed adventure.

U2 Redefine Their Sound On
New "Achtung Baby"
Kevin Ridolfi
Staff Writer
The cassette was clearly
marked "U2" when I placed it into
my tape deck, but the sounds frolicking from my speakers were
definitely not U2. Maybe by a
marketing error, I figured, this
wasn't really U2 I was hearing;
frustrated, I checked both the tape
and liner notes — wonders of all
wonders, it was indeed U2!
The album Achtung Baby,
(a loose translation of the German
"Watch out,baby!"),certainlycaptured my attention on the first listen; the Irish band's sound has
drastically transformed from the
polished rock sound found on The
Joshua Tree (1987) into a jumbled,
synthesized explosion — reminiscent of a sixteen carpileupandits
aftermath.
Gone are the epic-style lyrics, gone is their simple-but-effective rock sound, gone is the band
that had been called the best rock
'n' roll band by some; what is left
is an alternative sound that will
certainly catch some new listeners. No, U2 hasn't left the rock
highway; they've simply changed
lanes.
When the band, consisting
of vocalist Bono (Paul Hewson),
guitarist The Edge (David Evans),
drummer Larry Mullen Jr. and
bassist Adam Clayton, was formed
in Dublin in 1977, they built up an
underground following there.
Although they released such solid

works as War (1983) and The
Unforgettable Fire (1984), thenmusical abilities weren't realized
until 1987 when they released the
break-through The Joshua Tree.
The follow-up album to Joshua
was the soundtrack Rattle and
Hum, which was also a decent
success.
Achtung Baby, with songs
like "Zoo Station," "The Fly," and
"Mysterious Ways," takes chances
with the way it strays from U2's
established norm. "Zoo Station"
introduces the new album with
electronic noise and screaming
guitars, both overshadowing
Bono's overdubbed, processed
voice. The first single, "The Fly,"
and the current single, "Mysterious Ways," both feature very tasteful guitar work by The Edge, and
are currently climbing Billboard
charts.
Tracks like "So Cruel"
lament unfair love: "she makes
you watch her from above/ and
you need her like a drug," while in
"Who's Gonna Ride You Wild
Horses," the lyrics "you're dan-

gerous cos you're honest" express
the longstanding media view of
the political Bono. This honesty
comes through on songs like
"Tryin' to Throw Your Arms
Around the World," "Ultra Violet
(Light My Way)," and "Love is
Blindness." In "Love is Blindness," Bono comes right out and
says that love is blind, and "Tryin' s
to Throw Your Arms..." writes of
"concerned" environmental agencies who look in the wrong places
when giving aid.
U2 certainly does work in
"mysterious ways" on this album
as the song professes, but give it a
chance. Maybe their new avenue
and yours will meet in an intersection without stop signs. As Bono
asks in "One": "Did I disappoint
you?/ or leave a bad taste in your
mouth?" No, Bono, maybe an
unfamiliar taste, but not a bad one.
3 1/2 stars (out of 5)
In Memorium: The music
world will miss Queen vocalist
Freddy Mercury and Kiss drummer Eric Carr. Mercury died of
pneumonia which resulted from
the AIDS virus. The vocalist was
cremated in Britian on Thursday,
Nov. 27. "Bohemian Rhapsody"
and a rare B-side, "These Are the
Days of our Lives", will enter rerelease this Xmas with proceeds
going for AIDS reserach.
Carr died after a lengthy
battle with cancer. Both died on
Sunday, November 24.
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from the

^airjidd University Campus
Ministry
* Nurturing the Jesuit Ideal *
- to love and to serve in all things -

New Campus Ministry
Progrmas
• Campus Urban Experience
(C.U.E. Weekends)
- in conjunction with the Freshman Year Experience-service
The Fairfield University Campus Ministers: (back, left to right) Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell, Music Di- work and reflection for freshmen
rector; Rev. James Hayes» S.J., Assistant Chaplin; Katherine Martin, Operations Assistant, (front, left to
each weekend ofthe semester.
right) Carolyn Rusiackas, Chaplin Intern; Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J., University Chaplin; Sr. Anne Flood
S.C., Assistant Chaplin, Rev. Paul D. Holland, Assistant Chaplin.

photo: Kevin Wolfthal

• Choice for Seniors considering volunteer-service after
graduation.
• 19th Annotation Retreat - the Spiritual Exercises in
everyday life.

Service Community starting Fall
of f92 for students living in the
Townhouses involved in service
work.

Campus Ministry at Fairfield is also
Liturgies; Eucharistic Ministers; Ministers ofthe Word;
Loyola Singers; Ushers; F.O.C.U.S Volunteer Programs
to: Jewish Home for the Elderly, Mohonk Home, Sunshine Kids, Best Buddies, Bread and Roses AIDS Hospice, Alpha Home, Prospect House, Kennedy Center, St.
Anthony's Shelter, Blessed Sacrament School, Holy
Rosary School, St. Charles After-School Activites, Habitiat for Humanity; Mission Volunteers to Ecuador, Jamaica, Haiti, Soup Kitchen Volunteers to Merton House,
New Hope Baptist, Good Shepherd St. John's Episcopal,
Golden Hill United Methodist, Salvation Army; Big
Brother/Big Sister; Coalition for a Better World; Campus Ministry Student Council; Pax Christi; OXFAM;
Prayer Groups; Frosh Retreat, Senior Retreat, Open
Retreats; Ignatian Silent Six Day Retreat; Urban Plunge
m Bridgeport; Great Hunger Cleanup; Bread for the
Vorld; Grief Support Group; Religious Education;
Workshops; Advent and Lenten Series; R.C.I.A.; Contiation Program; Spiritual Direction; Jesuit Voluntee Corps; Jesuit International Volunteer Corps.

The Campus Ministry Council: (back, left to right) Ed Hardirrtan, Monica Roosa, Katie O'Connell, Kathy
Tamulis, Ed Kent, Ringgo Abarro, Katie Kaspar. (front, left to right) Maureen Logan, Doug Perlitz, Mike
Dalton, Becky Egan, Laurie Grosso, Mike Poirier.
photo: Kevin Wolfthal

* Building a Community of Faith, Service, and Friends *
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What's Up at the Quick Center
Beth Scribner
Staff Writer
***Tomorrow night, Friday, December 13, the Fairfield
Prep Glee Club will be performing
in the Quick Center at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available for $5 from
prep music teacher Gary Rososs at
254-4000, ext. 2204.
***On Saturday, December
14, the Fairfield University Orchestra, with conduction Thomas
Crawford, will be performing
Handel's Messiah at 8 p.m. on the
Quick Center main stage. General
admission is $20 and $25, for great
and better seats respectively.
Admission for students, staff, and
children is $10. Tickets are available at the Quick Center box office.
***Richard Shillea, conductor of Fairfield University's
Chamber Orchestra and professor,

will be giving a solo clarinet recital
on Sunday, December 15, at 3 p.m.
Tickets are available at the Quick
Center box office. General admission is $10, $5 for students and
senior citizens.
***Don't forget! The
newest art exhibit at the Walsh
gallery, Visions of the Bible, will
continue until January 25. This 4th
annual Carl and Dorothy Bennett

Judaic Culture Event at Fairfield
University is an exhibition of
master prints from the Daniel M.
Friedenberg Collection of the
Jewish Museum in New York City.
The show includes interpretations
of the Hebrew Bible by artists
Durer, Rembrandt, Blake, Kokoschka, Chagall and others. Gallery
hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
***Happy Holidays everyone! And have a great spring! I'm
London-bound, but I know that
our efficient Arts and Entertainment editor, Pat McCarthy, will
find someone else to keep you all
culturally aware next semester
(Editor's note: somebody out there
help me!)
Don't forget, Quick Center
events are held just as much for
you as for the community at large
and there's a lot of great things
going on there all the time!

Stones Concert Film to Have Norwalk Premiere
however, there will be a showing
at9:30p.m. on these dates as scheduled. Tickets are $15 plus a Ticketmaster service charge. CallTicketmasterat (203) 525-4500 or (203)
624-0033. Tickets will be available for purchase at The Maritime
Center at Norwalk in approximately 30 days.
In the fall of 1989,27 years
after their inception, the Rolling
Stones launched one of the most
ambitious and successful concert
tours in history, The Steel Wheels/

PR - The Rolling Stone At
The Max concert film, shot in
spectacular IMAX film format, will
open by popular demand at The
Maritime Center at Norwalk's
IMAX Theater on Sunday, December 22 at 4 p.m.
"At The Max" will be shown
at The Maritime Center at Norwalk on Thursdays and Fridays at
7 and 9:30 p.m., and on Saturdays
and Sundays at 4, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
The film will not be shown on
January 9 and January 16at7p.m.,

Urban Jungle Tour, universally acclaimed as the Stones' best.
Now the tour's promoter,
the BCL group, has teamed up
with IMAX Corporation to present
a new entertainment experience:
an IMAX film of the record-breaking show, entitled At The Max,
the first feature-length and concert
film presented in the unique IMAX
format.
Don't miss what the LA
Times called "the ultimate rock
concert film!"
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Entertainment News
Maggie Hart
Staff Writer
News:
Actor ROBIN WILLIAMS celebrated a blessed event recently. A son was born to the actor and his wife, Marsha, joining William's other two children just in time for Christmas.
The best prospects for movie entertainment over Christmas
Break include: OLIVER STONE's/F/sT, starring KEVIN COSTNER;
Father of the Bride with STEVE MARTIN, DIANE KEATON and
MARTIN SHORT; Beauty and the Beast (see review on p. 15);
Steven Spielberg's newest, Hook with JULIA ROBERTS, ROBIN
WILLIAMS and DUSTIN HOFFMAN; My Girl with MAC AULAY
CULKIN, DAN AYKROYD and JAMIE LEE CURTIS and Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country with all the familiar faces.
Music:
Wedding bells are chiming in the music world. C YNDILAUPER got married in New York to actor DAVID THORTON. Guests
at the wedding included LITTLE RICHARD and PATTI LABELLE.
An even stranger guest list will probably turn up at DAVID
BOWIE's wedding to fashion model IMAN.
Theatre:
If you're looking for a nice Christmassy thing to do and you
missed the Rockefeller Center tree lighting, check out these Christmas
productions at local theaters. At the Westport Playhouse the Boston
Post Road Stage Company will put on Dickens' classic, "A Christmas
Carol," through December 29. Tickets are $19 to $21 but call for
student ticket information and times, 227-1072.
In East Haddam, the Godspeed Opera House is putting on
"Here's Love," the musical version of A Miracle on 34th Street. For
information call 873-8668.
Books:
For your Christmas list this year, several new books are worth
considering. KATHARINE HEPBURN'S autobiography, Me, is
still at the top of the best seller's list, along with OLIVER NORTH'S
Under Fire. For fiction, Scarlett: the Sequel to Gone With the Wind
still dominates the chart, followed by DANIELLE STEELE's No
Greater Love and STEPHEN KING'S Needful Things.

TrtE
M

for this man it's arthritis, for
someone else it might be poor eyesight
or maybe they just can't cope. Trie fact
is, last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS \blunleer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
please call 1800 829-1040.
Volunteer and make someone's
taxes less taxing.

Le wants to do his taxes
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.
Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.
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PATIO OPEN - Wine & Mexican Beers Now Served • We Cater All Occasions

— HELP WANTED —
FREE DELIVERY (MIN. $12.00 ORDER)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

All ttie Beef
Tacos you
can eat.

All the Beef
Burritos you
can eat.

All the Nachos
Superior
you can eat.

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

Tl HURSDAY
All the

B uffalo Wings
too can eat
&F ree 16 oz. Beer

$6.95
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THURSDAY
Corona Beer
SI
All Day Long
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PIGSKIN PICKS
Well, we have reached the final week of Pigskin Picks. After
a slow start, I have raised my record to a respectable 4-5, and with a
win this week, can finish at an even .500.Last issue's opponents,
Townhouse 123, put up a valiant effort, but were no match for me.
Final score: Mike Siuta 10-4, Townhouse 123 9-5.
This week, I am pitting my skills against the braintrust of the
Mirror: Christina Hennessy, Emily Okenquist, Mark Sarro, Pat
McCarthy, Brian Killeen, Mirror Mascot, and Jim 'I'm the best
damn writer on the staff Bodor. Jim insisted on Indianapolis since,
"Bert Jones is going to pull off the upset for the Colts." Sure, Jim.
Good luck, guys.
Mike's Picks
Chicago over Tampa Bay
Dallas over Philadelphia
Atlanta over Seattle
Detroit over Green Bay
Houston over Cleveland
Minnesota over LA Rams
Jets over New England
Washington over Giants
Miami over San Diego
Denver over Phoenix
Buffalo over Indianapolis
LA Raiders over New Orleans

The Mirror
Chicago over Tampa Bay
Philadelphia over Dallas
Seattle over Atlanta
Detroit over Green Bay
Cleveland over Houston
Minnesota over LA Rams
Jets over New England
Washington over Giants
San Diego over Miami
Phoenix over Denver
Buffalo over Indianapolis
New Orleans over LA Raiders

Sports
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Ruggers travel to Scotland and gain
more than Rugby experience
Lance Vegna
Contributing Writer
Friday, November 1, 1991
proved to be a momentous date for
the Fairfield Rugby Club as the
team departed for the United Kingdom, kicking off its first international tour. The team touched down
early Saturday morning in
Glasgow, Scotland where they
were met by Gordon Traenor who
attended Fairfield last year in an
exchange program.
The Ruggers didn't have
much time to overcome their jetlag as they squared off against
Traenor's team, the Hutcheson's/
Aloysian's Rugby club. Fairfield
surprised the division one squad
with fierce rucking and mauling,
and back play marked with speed
and finesse. Confused at first by
the speed and rough, physical style
of American Rugby, Hutcheson's
committed early penalties on which
Fairfield capitalized.
Tom Kramer, despite rain
and gusty winds, put two booming
kicks through the uprights. Hutcheson's refused to quit, though as
they tested Fairfield's defense,
which held strong until late in the
first half when Hutcheson' s pushed
over the goal line for a try. The
game remained a defensive battle

Freshmen adjusting to college game
in different scenarios
Girls coming to winners, guys to stragglers
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
One year ago, they were all preparing to embark on their senior basketball seasons in high school.
E ich one, though coming from different parts of the country, was playing for one common goal: to gain a
C( Uegiate scholarship. Now, they are all being thrown into the fire of highly competitive Division I college
b iketball. Yet, despite the fact that Bernie Cieplicki, Keith Willard, Carla Johns, Christine Wallace, Lauren
Reitweisner, and Erin Mooney are all freshmen here at Fairfield, the men and women are coming into completely different scenarios. Cieplicki and Willard are entering a program that has a new coach, and has not been
successful in recent years, while Johns, Wallace, Reitweisner, and Mooney are entering a very stable program
th it has been extremely successful.
"I think our situation can be harder, or it can be easier," said first year men's coach Paul Cormier,
w len asked about which situation is easier to come into. "However, there is certainly more opportunity for
th -,m to play in a program that hasn't been as successful."
"It is difficult for the girls because of the success we have had," said Dianne Nolan, head women's
cc ich, when asked the same question. "Since we have won, the expectation levels of the upperclassmen are
vt y high. They tend not to cut the freshmen enough slack, and don't immediately give them a chance to fit
in. They know all of the offenses and defenses, and the freshmen have to catch up."
Johns, Reitweisner, Wallace, and Mooney, in addition to getting accustomed to the college level
game, have the added pressure of replacing graduated players Lisa Mikelic and Tricia Sacca, two of the finest
players ever to play at Fairfield. That, coupled with the pressure of continued success, can become overwhelming. "There is more pressure on the girls," said Johns, from Louisiana. "There are extremely high expectations,
and we have to work hard to keep the same level of play."
"The fact that they had a successful program definitely was a factor in my coming here," she said,
even though that meant being expected to not only win games, but to win conference championships, too.
"We just want to keep the tradition alive, and if we work hard, we should be able to keep the same
level of play," said Johns.
"We knew we had to replace Lisa and Tricia, so we tried to recruit players who could fill in for them,"
added Nolan. "Carla and Christine are post players who might be a year away, so they can be ready when Trish
Elser graduates; Lauren is a swing player, like Mikelic; and Erin is a point guard who will be ready to take over
for Lynne Friel. They will see time this year, but we are really looking for them in the upcoming years."
Cieplicki and Willard, on the other hand, don't have to worry about replacing any superstars, and
they don't have the added pressures of continuing a winning tradition. What they have, though, is the pressure
of trying to help turn a losing team into a winner, and more will be asked of them sooner than the girls. "I am
looking for them to contribute to our depth. Our up tempo style demands that you play a lot of people, and
they will certainly be two of the eight or nine that we play," noted Cormier. "They are not necessarily ready
for this level yet, but because of the situation they are entering, they will be in the line of fire right away."
"There isn't as much pressure to win as the girls, but it is just as difficult, because everybody wants
to win," said Cieplicki, last season's Vermont High School Player of the Year. "There is pressure on us to start
winning. I think being a freshman is difficult wherever you go."
"The fact that this isn't a winning program didn't matter to me," he added. "I felt I could help out
a little bit, and they had what I wanted to study."
Willard, from Lexington, KY, agreed with Cieplicki. "The losing team wasn't a big factor, because
I saw they had talent, and I felt there was definitely some promise."
"It is difficult in a different way. The girls are expected to win by everyone else, but with us, nobody
expects us to win. Our pressure is from ourselves. We don't want to lose anymore, and we are all working hard
to turn it around," he said.
Cormier also expressed the pressures of college life in general, saying, "I am a believer that freshmen
shouldn't even be eligible," so you tend to understand that they are still freshmen.

for most of the second half as both
teams had trouble fielding the ball
in the wet conditions. Fairfield,
however, was unable to capitalize
on long runs by Steve Harris and
Joe Bafaro.
Kevin Newman and David
Mazzarelli dominated in rucking
and mauling, and co-captain Ed
Rugemer, playing in an unfamiliar
position,
stole
numerous
scrumdowns, checking Hutcheson's attack. Also, Jim Bagley and
co-captain Lance Vegna made
ferocious open-field tackles.
Unfortunately for Fairfield,
though, the Scottish side emerged
victorious by a margin of 20-6. On
Tuesday night the club traveled to
Edinburgh, Scotland to meet with
Sir John Ord, the President of the
Scottish Rugby Union at Murryfield Stadium. Sir Ord gave the
club a tour of the Rugby Hall of
Fame, located at Murryfield. Afterwards, the club set out to see
such places as Edinburgh castle
where the army of Mary, Queen of
Scots, survived a five-year siege
by the English army.
On Tuesday night the team
returned to Glasgow where they
practiced with Hutcheson's team
in preparation for the game on
Wednesday. Again in the cold and
rain, Fairfield kicked off on
Wednesday against St. Aloysius
College rugby club who are the
collegiate national champions of
Scotland. St. Aloysius scored first
but began to commit penalties due
to the American style of play. Tom
Kramer put through two penalty
kicks to even the score of 6-6. St.
Aloysius scored twice more to
make the score 18-6 at the end of
the first half.
The fierce play of Dominic

Puchalla and the excellent ball
handling of John Disciullo kept
Fairfield alive in the second half.
Fairfield showed signs of a comeback when Vegna set up Steve
Harris for a try making the score
18-12. However, St. Aloysius
scored on a penalty kick to clinch
the game at 21-12.
Fine defensive performances were turned in by Rugemer,
Mike Canzano, and Mike Loughlin.
On Thursday, the team left
for London, England, kissing
Scotland a wet good-bye. In London, the team was able to visit such
places as Buckingham Palace for
the changing of the guard, Big Ben,
Parliament, Westminster Abbey,
and the Tower of London where
the crown jewels are kept. Fairfield scored their biggest victory at
the Tower of London by achieving
the rare feat of making one of the
"motionless" guards laugh.
In addition to learning valuable lessons about playing rugby,
the team was able to experience a
taste of Europe's culture and how
Europeans look at America. Most
profound was seeing how much
Europeans truly view the United
States as the leaders of the world.
Whether it be positive or negative,
the general view was that their
leaders seemed to be more like
governors while the President of
the U.S. is really the President of
the World. Also, most of the Scots
seem to still view America as the
promised land.
The Fairfield Rugby club
wishes to thank the administration, faculty, and especially the
Athletic department for its support
and hard work which helped make
this tour a reality.

Lethal Weapons
down Sacred Heart
All Star team
Brian Marks
Staff Writer
A-League powerhouse
Lethal Weapons 3 (4-0) traveled to
Sacred Heart to play their intramural all-stars in the second annual
extramural basketball game, and
came away with a 98-95 victory.
The game was played under official college rules. Sacred Heart
was a big favorite, as they were a
much bigger team and were playing on their home court. But Lethal Weapons pulled the upset off
with a late second half charge.
Sacred Heart led 53-50 at
the half, and then opened up a
twelve point lead at the 9 minute
mark of the second half. Then
Lethal Weapons converted two
consecutive three-point plays as
they went on a run en route to their
thrilling 98-95 victory. Mike Locke
led the way with 25 points, 15 of
which came in the second half.
Tom Stopka poured in 24 points
with 8 of them in the last three
minutes. Brian Marks added 16
point including three three pointers. Chris Arena ran the offense
and distributed the ball flawlessly
all night.
The crowd of about 50
people were shocked as the buzzer
sounded and their Sacred Heart
club had faltered to Fairfield's

Lethal Weapons. It was an exciting finish as the home team's 3
point attempt at the buzzer fell
short. Lethal Weapons 3 captain,
Brian Marks, said after the game,
"I was just so happy to see that shot
miss. We worked so hard all game
that I didn't want our efforts to
come up short." Center Mike Locke
added, "We played a great game,
and I was confident even when we
were down twelve points that we
would win." Basically it was a fast
pace, well executed game that was
perhaps the most exciting intramural game that' s been seen in a while
CHRISTMAS AT THE REC
PLEX
For those who attended
Christmas at the Rec Plex on Friday night, they had a great time.
But, unfortunately, a rather small
turnout of about 150 participated.
The big event of the night was the
slam dunk contest in which sophomore Joe Tarn entertained the
crowd with his amazing jams en
route to being named slam dunk
champion. Bob Seroski headed
the championship trivia team as
the night came to an end. However, the highlight of the night may
have been the old timers basketball victory in which Tracey Stewart, Rex Pringle and Joe Dolan
lit up the scoreboard.
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Men's, Women's
Hoop Opponent's
Preview
Dawn DeMayo
Staff Writer
Both the Men's and Women's Basketball teams will take to the courts during the
winter vacation. Admission policy is the same
as during school, just by showing your Fairfield I.D. So, if you aren't doing anything on
these dates, come and support the teams. Here
is a short preview of all of their upcoming
opponents.
MEN
Miami(OH) Redskins. December 21, home.
The Redskins are 1-0 against the Stags, and
have 10 returning players. Top returnees: Sr.
David Scott( 17.4 ppg), Jr. Craig Michaels( 12.8
ppg, 4.8 rpg), Jr. Matt Kramer, Jr. Scott Belev.
Head coach Jody Wright will also be counting
on Freshman Derrick Cross, Jeff Edgecombe,
Jamie Mahaffey, and La Marr Williams.
UCONN Huskies. December 23, Storrs, CT.
The Huskies, the second Top 20 team the
Stags will play, are 16-5 vs. Fairfield, and
have 8 returning players. Top returnees: Sr.
Chris Smith (18.9 ppg), Sr. Rod Sellers, Jr.
Scott Burrell (12.7 ppg), Jr. Toraino Walker (8
rpg). Key newcomers: Richie Ashmeade,
Brian Fairi, and Ruby Johnson.
Iowa State Cyclones. December 27, Springfield, MA. The Stags play the Cyclones in the
Hall of Fame Classic, with the winner taking
on the Harvard/UMass winner on the 28th.
Top returner: Jr. Justos Thigpen (12.1 ppg, 2.9
rpg). Keynewcomers: Jr.RonBaylessandFr.
Hurl Beechum.
Rice Owls. December 30, home. The Owls
lead the series 1-0, and return 10 from last
season. Top returnees: Sr. Chase Maag (13.5
ppg), Jr. Brent Scott (16.9 ppg, 10 rpg). Key
newcomers: Jr. David Holmes and Fr. Hakim
Ali Bell.
Canisius Golden Griffins. January 3, Buffalo, NY. The Golden Griffins lead the series
16-11, and have 9 returning players. Top
returnees: Sr. Nixon Dyall (7.9 ppg, 5.5 rpg),
Sr. Rodney Brown, Sr. Harry Seymour, Jr.
Dexter Parker. 6'8" Freshman forward Nate
Gregor is also one to look out for.
Niagara Purple Eagles. January 5, Niagara,
NY. Niagara leads the series 9-7. Top returnees: Jr. Brian Clifford (15.4 ppg, 10 rpg), Jr.
Dwayne Daniel (9.9 ppg). Key newcomers:
6' 11" Jr. Clint Holtz, Fr. Brent Kell and Justin
Maples.
Bucknell Bison. January 8, Bucknell, PA.
The Bison defeated the Stags in their only
prior meeting. Top returnees: Sr. Bill Courtney (20 ppg), Sr. Patrick King (7.7 rpg). Key
newcomers: Fr. Mark Matthews, Pat Hook,
Dave Nelson, Bryan Eisert.
Yale Bulldogs. January 11, New Haven, CT.
The Bulldogs lead the series 8-6, and return 8
from last year. Top returnees: Sr. Ed Peterson
(14.6ppg), and Stuart Davies (6.2 rpg). Key
newcomers: Fr. Julian Austin, Andy Karazim,
and Ryan Rauch.
WOMEN
St. John's Redmen. December 21, home.
The Redmen lead the series 4-0. Top returnees: Sr. Covette Ballentine (22.4 ppg), and
5'11" Tina Ogden (13.2 ppg). Key newcomers: Fr. Suzanne Collins, Grace Kelly, and
Marcia Price.
Seton Hall Pirates. The Pirates lead the series
3-2. 9 returning players lead the squad. Top
returnees: Sr. Kelly Moore (15 ppg, 9.9 rpg),
Sr. Veronica Sims (11.2 ppg), Jr. Jody Brooks,
Jr. Kim Lee. Key newcomers: Jr. Tracy
Brooks, Fr. Dawn Johnson, Kia Walker.
St. Francis Lady Terriers. January 3, St.
Francis, NY. This is the first meeting between
the teams. Top returnees: Jr. Claire Guerriero
(17.9 ppg, 8.3 rpg), Sr. Kristine Curcio (8.7
ppg). Key newcomers: Fr. Christine Cunningham, Fr. Patrice Erving, 6'3" Jr. Dana
Van Dyke.
Yale Bulldogs. January 11, New Haven, CT.
The Lady Stags lead the series 8-5. Top returnees: 5' 10" Jr. Sarah Jacobsen (13 ppg, 5.8
rpg), So. Maria Siambekos (10.7 ppg). Key
newcomers: Fr. Mary Kalich, Fr. Bari Porter,
Fr. Suzanne Zubrida.
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Stag Skaters win 3 out
of 5, move to 6-2
Marc Bedard
Staff Writer
After opening the season with three straight victories,
the visiting Stags fell to Western New England College by the
score of 5-3. According to co-captain Tim McDevitt, "It was
a game we really should have won." Fairfield's offense was
led by Greg Battiston and Chris Thomas, who each collected
solo tallies.
The Stags ended their brief losing streak with a 12-4
mauling of Villanova University. Steve Forrest and Peter
Lewis led the assault, each recording a hat trick. Tim Malay,
Mike Toland, Paul Leary, and Marty Pierce each had a goal
and an assist. Thomas, Rick Vollaro, and Mike Brouilette had
two assists apiece. McDevitt and John Drew shared the goaltending duties, combining for 25 saves. "It was good to see us
come out and play so strong after the loss at WNEC," according to the injured Bobby Terry.
Trinity College handed the Stags their second loss of
the season, but the Fairfield ice men redeemed themselves this
past week with a 9-2 victory at Roger Williams College on
Thursday. The Stags then travelled to St. John's University for
a Sunday rematch, with the Redmen, whom they had defeated
in their opener.
Fairfield came out flying, with Lewis opening the
scoring only 43 seconds into the first period. Vollaro continued the assault, beating the fallen St. John' s goalie with a nifty
chip shot, Dave Dudley and Malay assisted on the goal.
Forrest and Lewis gave Fairfield a 4-0 lead, but Buzz DesChampes and the Redmen rallied with three quick goals, narrowing
the Stags' lead to one goal. However, Ron Delia, Vollaro and
Greg Stone each collected third period goals giving Fairfield
a 7-3 win.

Lady Stags

(continued from p. 20)
point-guards Mary Lu Matott and Friel. At halftime Fairfield
was leading by twelve, 42-30.
Fairfield's lead was down to ten in the second half when
the Lady Stags burst out on a 12-2 run, pushing the score up to
56-36 at the 14:18 mark. Massari, Lauren Reitwiesner, Katie
Walheim, Matott, and Ambromovitch all chipped in points on
this run. This balanced scoring attack took the wind out of the
Blue Devils and from then on they never threatened. Coach
Dianne Nolan let everyone play in the contest as the Ladies
cruised to a 87-58 victory. Elser went 11 for 16, scoring 26
points and grabbing 16 rebounds to lead the Lady Stags in both
categories.
Coach Nolan was pleased with Massari's play, saying,
Robin has definitely stepped up." Concerning the team in
general, Nolan noted that the team still needs to protect the ball
better. When asked about their recent four consecutive road
losses the coach said, "These kids and myself included have
never lost like this." She went on to say that they, the coaches,
had been trying to instill confidence in the players.

*SUB

Mr. Sandman
Contributing Writer
Hulk Hogan, who just one week earlier lost his championship belt to The Undertaker, regained his title in last week's Tuesday
in Texas wrestlefest. The event was a follow up to the Survivor Series,
in which Hogan lost the belt.
There was a double main event, featuring Randy "Macho
Man" Savage vs. Jake "The Snake" Roberts, and then Hogan vs. The
Undertaker. This was Savage's first match since being reinstated by
WWF President Jack Tunney. He used his patented move, an elbow
off of the top rope, to defeat the Snake. However, even though he won
the match, Roberts won the war. After the match, Roberts proceeded
to DDT Savage not once, not twice, but three times, then slapped
Elizabeth, the Macho Man's manager.
In the other main event, Hogan, who originally lost the title
when Ric Flair aided The Undertaker, was looking to regain the belt
he had held for 7 years. The Undertaker then gave the Hulk a
"Tombstone" in an illegal chair, and was then able to pin the Hulkster.
The rematch was a seesaw battle until Hogan was able to
knock out The Undertaker's manager, Paul Bearer, and grab the urn
with the ashes. He grabbed a handful, tossed them into The Undertaker's eyes, and pinned him. With the win, Hogan begins his fourth
Vreign as WWF World Champion.

Swim teams continue to
struggle
Amy Kolenik
Staff Writer
The men's swim team continues to struggle, losing to St.
Peter's, 61-44, and Loyola, 73-75,
inatri-matchatSt. Peter's. Faring
better against the hosts, highlights
included 1st place titles by Chris
McTague's 1:55.22 in the 200
Freestyle, "Scott Stephenson's
2:26.81 in the 200 Breaststroke,
andMattBaron's 1970.7 in 1 meter
diving, and 198.80 in 3 meter diving. Against Loyola, Stephenson's
and both of Baron's scores held up
to remain in first.
The team also suffered
losses to University of Rhode Island and St. Francis. Against URI,
the team was defeated by a score of
140-78 but not without strong
performances from Baron, who
again took first place in 3m and 1 m
diving, and Stephenson, who came
in first at 2:42.54 in the 200
Breaststroke. In a tight loss to St.
Francis, McTague took first in the
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100 Fly, Stephenson came in first
in the 100 Breaststroke, Mark
Taglia in the 100 Backstroke, and
Baron again swept the diving
competitions.
The Women's swim team
has been faring well, going 1-1 in
their tri-meet against Loyola and
St. Peter's. Despite losing to
Loyola, 63-49, the ladies defeated
the hosts soundly by a score of 7635.
Strong performances came
from Teresa Yaegel and Jessica
Bannon, who took first and second
in the 100 Freestyle, Sheila Leary
and Elizabeth McLoughlin in the
200 Individual Medley, and Patricia Anne Lyp and Catherine Bassi
in the diving events.
The team suffered a loss to
URI 149-79, butthen bounced back
to defeat St. Francis 123-98. Highlights included first place in the
200 Medley Relay, and wins in
most of the other events by Yaegel,
Bannon, Leary, McLoughlin, Nicole Farraye, and diver Bassi.
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SUNDAYS
SUNDJBT NIGHT
FOOTBALL!!!
$1.50 Buds*$4.00 HfchtrMSCH Dost
8 p.m.-1 a.m.

Buy any footlong Sub or large salad
and get one of equal or lesser value
CREE — with the purchase of a
22 oz. cup of soft drink.

*SUBf

W

Good at Partirtpaiin£ Stores Only
Not jrood with ©ry other offer

MONDAYS
THE MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL 1ASH
Free Halftime Buffet
$4.00 Pitchers

TUESDAYS
$1.00 Pitchers (9-10)/$2.00 Pitchers (10-11)
$1.00 Shots (11:30-12:30)/(Bar Choice)
. LIVE BAND!!!

WEDNESDAYS
COLLEGE NIGHT
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

DJ.&DANCIN'
THURSDAY
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)

DJ. & DANCIN' "
FRIDAY
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)
SHOT SPECIALS (12-dose)

SATURDAY
Karaoke Slng-A-Long
9:30 p.m.-ciose
$3.00 Pitchers/$1.00 Shots (Bar Choice)
1394 Park Avenue, Bridgeport

333-2566

This week: Lethal Weapons in action; Hockey wins
3; Ruggers back from Scotland, pp. 18-20.

SPORTS

Stags bit by Spiders
Blow 15 point lead, lose by 8
Fred Vital
Staff Writer
In a six minute span that
was reminiscent of last year's team,
the men's basketball team squandered an early 15 point lead and
dropped a 74-66 decision to highly
regarded Richmond. During that
span, the Stags missed 9 shots, and
were outscored 15-1, turning a 4743 lead into a 58-48 deficit. The
team never regrouped and lost a
heartbreaker.
The Stags also lost earlier to #21 Wake Forest 92-61.
That, coupled with the Richmond
loss, dropped their record to 0-2.
In the Richmond game,
the Stags came out on fire in the
first half and within the first eight
minutes had amassed a fifteen point
lead. Of the starters, those who
contributed to the run were Johnnie
Jones (15 points for the game) with
7, Drew Henderson with 6, Tim
Schwartz, also with 6, and Kevin
George with 5 points. The Stags'
run was highlighted with Schwartz
driving and getting the foul for a
three point play.
The Spiders, stunned at
first, slowly regrouped and chipped
away at the Fairfield lead until the

half was over, finally knotting the
score at 38-38. During the Spiders' comeback Schwartz (14
points) and Henderson (16 points)
kept the Stags in the game. A few
key turnovers for Richmond and
lack of height for Fairfield allowed
the Spiders several easy baskets,
and diminished the Stags lead to
nothing.
The second half opened
with the same intensity from the
Stags, and they jumped out to a
four point lead. An important timeout for Richmond with 16 minutes
left in the game turned out to be the
demise of the Stags. The Spiders
came out of the time-out and
switched from their usual man to
man defense and went into an
aggressive 2-3 zone defense. This
exploited the Stags' poor outside
shooting and lack of offensive
rebounding, forcing them into
shooting only 1 for 10. The zone
resulted with some easy baskets by
Richmond and no inside game for
the Stags and propelled the Spiders to their 10 point lead. Led by
the play of Curtis Blair, who had a
game high 24 points, and Michael
Hodges, who added 14, the Spiders never relinquished the lead.
At this point Kevin

George (team high 17 points)
singlehandedly took over the game,
scoring the Stags' next 10 points,
cutting the Spiders' lead to six
with 3:25 left in the game.
Richmond returned to their manto-man defense, but the Stags
couldn't get any closer.
Fairfield played very well
since this game was expected to
have been a blowout by Richmond.
According to coach Paul Cormier,
"When Richmond went to the zone,
we didn't do a good job against it.
We did not adjust to the zone well
at all."
STAG NOTES: A welcomed
surprise to the team is the play of
Tim Schwartz, a transfer and walkon who scored 10 points against
Wake Forest and 14 points against
Richmond. His excellent play
should help the Stags compete well
this season.
Game positives: Intense
defense, effective fast break, and,
with the exception of that 6 minute
span, shot the ball well.
Game
negatives:
Couldn't adjust to the zone defense, lack of offensive rebounding, foul shooting (61.5%), turnovers (14), and bench scoring (4
points in 39 minutes of play).

Home Sweet Home!
Lady Stags return home from 0-4 road
trip, win Warnerfs Classic
Jamie Maloney
Staff Writer

41-41 knocking down one of two
free throws with 5:31 left in the
contest. Sue Bly's free throw at
the 4:28 mark gave Fairfield the
lead for good, making it 42-41.
Ambromovitch hit a clutch three
point bomb from 22 feet out to
push the lead to six with 2:12 left.
With a three point lead and nine
seconds remaining Elser, voted
M.V.P. of the tournament, appropriately clinched the title for the
Lady Stags canning a free throw.
Leaders in the box score included
Elser (22 points, 11 rebounds),
Ambromovitch (12,6), and Robin

The Fairfield Lady Stags
came home to Alumni Hall to win
their first two games of the season,
after dropping their first four on
the road, and in the process captured their sixth consecutive title
in the Warner's Classic Basketball
Tournament. They defeated the
University of Maine 50-46 in the
championship game. This extended their home winning streak
to 21 games, the second longest
present streak in the nation.
The
Lady
Stags battled back
Lendl Benefit
from an eight point
deficit at the start of
the championship
game to trail the
Maine Black Bears
25-24 at the half.
Maine held Fairfield's star guard
Kate Abromovitch to
only four points in
the first half. Center
Trish Elser kept the
game close by notching 12 of the Lady
Stags 24 points in the
first half.
The
Lady
Stags and Elser, determined not to lose,
came out strong in
the second half.
Lynne Friel tied it up
for the Lady Stags

1/23 Issue: Men's,
Women's hoop results
from the break; hockey
travels to England.

Massari (6, 14). Heather Briggs
pumped in 13 points and pulled
down 16 rebounds for the Black
Bears.
Ambromovitch, Massari,
and Elser made the All-Tournament team and Elser was voted
M.V.P. for the second year in a
row.
The Lady Stags got to the
finals by blowing out Central
Connecticut State 87-58 Friday
night. They pushed the ball up the
floor whenever possible, led by

(continued on p. 19)

raises $30,000 for Big Brothers

The
Coach's
Corner
All I want for
Christmas is...
Michael Siuta
Sports Editor
Over the past year, I have quietly accumulated a number of
things that I would like for Christmas, and, like every other young
American, I sat down and wrote my annual letter to Santa Claus. Most
of the time, I get everything that I want, so I am hoping the trend continues. At any rate, here is a copy of the letter that I am sending him
this year.
Dear Santa Claus,
I know that I haven't been perfect this past year, but I think
I was good enough to warrant some gifts, unlike last year, when you
left coal in my stocking. So, Santa, I have included my wish list. Some
are more difficult than others, but do the best that you can. Thanks.
For Dianne Nolan, head women's basketball coach at
Fairfield University, another MAAC championship. Besides being
a great coach, she's a wonderful person, and deserves many more titles.
For Paul Cormier, head men's basketball coach at Fairfield University, a long and successful stay at F.U. He has his team
playing well (notice the close game with Richmond), and the guys love
him.
For Dejan Cokic, head men's soccer coach at Fairfield
University, more respect. Cokic led the Stags to a second place finish
in the MAAC, was named Coach of the Year, yet still remains
unheralded.
For the Dallas Cowboys, Boston Celtics, and Boston
Red Sox, many world championships. Okay, maybe only one for
each. Or just one, period.
For George Foreman, heavyweight boxer, another shot
at the world title. He is one of the better sports stories, and it wouldn't
be the same if he were to retire. Again.
For Randall Cunningham, quarterback of the Philadelphia Eagles, a quick and full recovery from a terrible knee injury.
Randall is a special talent, and it would be a shame if he couldn't play
again.
For Bobby Bonilla, millionaire with the New York
Mets, that he can live up to his $29 million contract. Expectations will
be, and should be, high, and if he doesn't produce, his life will be hell.
For Andre Agassi, punk tennis player, a grand slam title.
Agassi is not a bad person, and is a super tennis player. This would
finally shut up his critics.
For Mike Utley, recently paralyzed football player, a
recovery. If that isn't possible, please make his life as good as it can
be.
For John Thompson, head men's basketball coach at
Georgetown University, another national championship. I know
most everybody hates him, but I don't, and I would like to see the
Hoyas on top again.
For Magic Johnson, HIV patient, a successful recovery.
For Cecil Fielder, super slugger for the Detroit Tigers,
an MVP award. He has been robbed the past two years, so they owe
him.
For Desmond Howard, football player extraordinaire,
Michigan University, the Heisman Trophy. Anyone who averages
close to two touchdowns per game deserves this award.
For the United States Olympic basketball team, a gold
medal at the Barcelona games. I wouldn't want to trade places with any
of them if they lose.
For Jim Bodor, Features Editor at the Fairfield Mirror,
that he regain some of his past athletic abilities. From what I have
heard, he was quite a player back in his youth.
And finally, Santa, for everyone who actually read this
entire column, a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. Thanks
for reading, and I'll see you next semester.
Sincerely,
Michael Siuta

